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TRUE 
strength  

HAS NO
LIMITS

The company famous for producing the world’s best-selling 
whey protein* and creating the slow digesting protein 
category with Gold Standard 100% Casein™ just hit a new 
personal best. To complement our pre-workout formula 
built on a foundation of caffeine from natural sources and 
Creapure® creatine, and BCAA intra-workout augmented 
with Wellmune® for immunity and rhodiola for endurance, 
new Gold Standard Gainer™ delivers 55 grams of protein 
mostly from isolate sources and 112 grams of carbs with 
oat, pea and potato. Even the fats from flax and chia weigh 
in on its premium status. Your potential is unlimited with 
Gold Standard quality.

INTRANIGHT TIME
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Men’s Muscle & Health Magazine is for informational purposes only. Consult a physician before undertaking any exercise or nutrition 
program within Men’s Muscle & Health Magazine. It is your responsibility to evaluate your own medical and physical condition and to 
independently determine whether to undertake or adapt any of the information or content provided in this magazine. Any exercise 
program may result in injury and by voluntarily undertaking the programs provided, you assume the risk of any resulting injury.
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If you haven’t heard of calisthenics 
(yeah, it is definitely a word that 
they use to thin out the competitors 
in a spelling bee!) already, then keep 
your eyes out over the next few 
months, as the art of movement has 

been around for a while, but only now is it 
stepping up into the spotlight as a leading 
force in the ‘getting into shape game’ — 
and by ‘in shape’ I mean great shape! 

These guys are ripped. I’m sure their 
nutrition helps as well, but they are 
literally the Ferraris of the fitness world 
(page 18). With the popularity of the TV 
show Ninja Warrior, guys and girls are 
jumping onboard in droves to challenge 
themselves in ways they never thought 
possible.

We got to see these guys firsthand, as 
we had the team from AMPM (the Art 
of Motion Pursuit of Movement) in the 
studio, and the moves these guys were 
performing in a small space were nothing 
short of spectacular — the spinning, 
jumping, and flipping of both guys and 
girls was great to witness and photograph. 
The comradery was great to see, as it’s 
not only a sport where a person pushes 
themselves, but there is support aplenty 
with the other team members cheering 
and egging them on.

Featured on page 82 is a guy by the name 
of Marcus Bondi, who has been doing this 
stuff for decades and is globally recognised 
within his Bar-Barian team as one of the 
pioneers of the sport. Marcus holds and 
breaks world records on almost a weekly 
basis and is one of the nicest guys in the 
sport.

Our cover model is Nick Cheadle, and 
this is Nick’s second cover for MMH as 
he was the winner of our MMH Ultimate 
Man Cover Model search, so we just had 
to have him back so he could bring us all 
up to speed on what he has achieved since.

Also in this issue we feature how to get 
abs for the everyday man and develop 
the mindset of an athlete, where peak 
performance coach Jacob Galea explains 
that not only do you need the physical 
attributes to win, but you also need the 
correct mindset to be able to push yourself 
to your full potential.

Last but not least, on page 98 we feature 
an incredible story of inspiration about 
one of our longtime contributors, Peter 
Miran, and how he overcame a serious 
road accident — and his road not only 
to recovery, but coming back better than 
before. 

Also, the beautiful DJ Jen Jones tells us 
how she keeps in shape.

So calisthenics is the word; it’s not only 
you looking at something and saying, “I 
could jump over that”, but also adding a 
twist and flip in it as well on the way over! 
Oh yeah!
.....................................................
Dallas Olsen: Chief Photographer

CALISTHENICS IS THE WORD
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MEET OUR EXPERTS

Scott Pape

Stephen Handisides 

Matt Legge

Marcus Bondi

Mark Robinson

Scott Pape
Scott has been voted Australia’s most trusted finance expert. He’s the money guy 
for Triple M, and writes two weekly national newspaper columns. He has advised 
AFL and NRL teams about money, and consults to the Australian government on 
financial education in schools. Scott lives on a farm in country Victoria with his 
wife, two sons and two dogs.

Stephen Handisides
Stephen is an international TV presenter, model, journalist and all-round expert 
on aesthetic beauty and male grooming. Stephen is currently featuring as a 
guest grooming presenter on Channel 10’s Cruise Mode and is a regular expert 
commentator in the UK on ITV’s This Morning, GMTV, Lorraine, OK!TV, Five, 
Sky News and BBC radio. Stephen also hosts and produces Sky TV’s MyFaceMyBody 
and is the brains behind the Global Aesthetic Awards, held in London, LA and 
Sydney. For more male grooming tips and inspiration, check out Stephen’s 
Instagram @shandisides, Twitter @shandisides and his website and blog on        
www.stephenhandisides.com 

Matt Legge
Matt is a research scientist and naturopath with more than 20 years’ experience in 
disease diagnosis, performance enhancement, and formulation. He is a co-founder 
of the award-winning nutraceutical company ATP Science and co-hosts The ATP 
Project — a health-focused podcast consistently ranked in the top 10 Fitness & 
Nutrition podcasts in the world. Matt is sought-after for his ability to break down 
complex hormone and energy pathway problems in the body and create solutions 
that work. Make sure you catch Matt on the Healthy Living Stage on Saturday and 
Sunday at 1:15pm at the Fitness Show in Sydney on 29-30 April.

Marcus Bondi
Marcus is a fitness and nutrition expert who smashed the official Guinness World 
Records for Rope Climb and Weighted Chin-ups; both records were held by 
Olympic gymnasts half his age. Marcus’ website and YouTube channel have had 
more than 30 million hits and he competes in fitness events around the world, 
including the LA FitExpo, where he broke the World Record for 100lb Weighted 
Chin-ups, and the World Street Workout Champs in Moscow and Pull-up World 
Champs in Oslo. www.marcusbondi.com @marcusbondibeach

Mark Robinson
Mark (Health Man Mark) is an Accredited Practising Dietitian, World Champion 
fitness model, and co-owner of Team 360Health. He has degrees in nutrition 
and dietetics, exercise science, and psychological science. To contact Mark, email 
mark@team360health.com.au or visit www.team360health.com.au. Make sure you 
catch Mark on the Healthy Living Stage on Saturday at 10:45am and Sunday at 
10:15am or on stand no. E49 at the Fitness Show in Sydney on 29/30 April. 
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Berry Beneficial

A
cai berry has entered the 
superfood ring with a great 
amount of marketing and 
not a whole lot of research 
to back it up. Fortunately 

for us, the real research has 
begun. A team of Texas AgriLife 
Research scientists has found that 
the antioxidants from acai can 
be absorbed by humans in the 
form of juice and pulp. Though 
not overly thrilling, more is yet 
to come. The hard, scientific fact 
that acai can be absorbed by 
humans is important because we 
can then justify the marketing and 
consumption of the product. Steve 
Talcott, co-researcher, says “Now 
we need to determine potential 
disease-fighting health benefits, 
so we can make intelligent 
recommendations on how much 
acai should be consumed.” He 
was concerned that the berry had 
already been heavily marketed 
when scientifically proven benefits 
were not yet apparent.

Save the 
salty sports 
drinks for 
after exercise 
to replace 
everything 
lost. Go for a 
low-sodium, 
low-carb sports 
drink while you 
exercise as it 
is absorbed 
fastest. This 
research is 
coming from 
University of 
Hertfordshire 
studies 
conducted 
on cyclists 
downing a drink 
with the lower 
carbohydrate 
and sodium 
levels than 
those in the 
average man’s 
body. The 
lower levels 
triggered a 
rapid diffusion 
into the gut, 
allowing the 
cyclists to 
train longer 
and harder 
than those 
who drank 
popular sports 
electrolyte 
drinks.

Cold Turkey 

Y
ou might be familiar with the cold turkey 
approach to a healthy lifestyle. Saying goodbye 
to your favourite things all at once is quite 
heart-breaking. By trying not to think of and 
imagine the foods that you usually desire so 

much may not be the best way to go. New research 
has shown that imagining eating a specific food 
actually reduces your interest in it, so you then eat 
less of it. This reaction to repeated exposure to food 
is called habituation, and it occurs while eating. 
Carey Morewedge, psychologist at Carnegie Mellon 
University in Pittsburgh and lead author of the study, 
said the information was encouraging. The discovery 
may lead to new methods and behavioural techniques 
for those looking to control addictive behaviours, 
particularly over-eating.

FUEL  
THE 

FORCE
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may reduce harmful 
effects of obesity or 
diets rich in fats
A study of 50 mice fed f lavonoids found 
in oranges, lemons, and limes reported an 
association of lower oxidative stress, less liver 
damage, lower blood lipids and lower blood 
glucose. The study revealed that citrus fruits 
could not only reduce the harmful effects in 
obese people but also those on high fat diets, 
which put a person at greater risk of heart 
disease, insulin resistance and abdominal 
obesity.

A systematic review of 45 studies reported 
three to 7.5 servings of whole grains (a serving 
could be one slice of bread or half a cup of 
rice or pasta) was associated with a reduced 
risk of cardiovascular disease, coronary heart 
disease, and total cancer, and death from all 
causes, respiratory or breathing diseases, 
infectious diseases, diabetes, and all non-
cardiovascular, non-cancer causes. 
This study supports the need for wholegrain 
foods in our diet to reduce the risk of an early 
death and chronic diseases.

Wholegrain and 
health

Photo:Shutterstock.com

7.5
SERVINGS

CITRUS FRUIT
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Save your knees

Chlorogenic acid
PRESENT IN COFFEE
SLOWS DOWN THE ABSORPTION OF SUGARS

Specifically, a study by Vinson, 
Burnham and Nagendran, from 
the University of Scranton in 
Pennsylvania, found that chlorogenic 
acid can be shown to inhibit an 
enzyme, glucose-6-phosphatase, that 
promotes the formation of glucose 
(sugar) in the liver. The study found 
that those who took green coffee 
bean extract had observed significant 
reductions in body weight, body mass 
index, and percentage of body fat as 
a result.

40 //

140 //
The number of characters that can 
help you and your workout buddy shed 
kilograms. Participants in a six-month 
weight-loss program who frequently 
tweeted about their progress dropped 
the most weight, reports a study 
published in the journal Translational 
Behavioral Medicine.

Step up your game by partnering 
up with a workout buddy who is 40 
per cent more advanced than you, 
suggest researchers from Kansas State 
University. Comparing yourself to a 
challenging yet attainable level will 
encourage you to improve.
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Stay lean
Often easier said than done, but 
maintaining a healthy weight lightens 
the load on your knees and reduces 
your risk of painful joint conditions 
such as osteoarthritis.

Wear well-fitted shoes to the gym
This will allow you to maintain a 
proper leg alignment and balance. If 
needed, have orthotics fitted to the 
shape of your feet and insert these 
into your gym shoes.

Give your knees a break
Although squats and lunges help 
you shape up, avoid knee pain 
by mixing them up with lower-
impact exercises such as using the 
rowing machine or the elliptical 
trainer. Swimming and walking 
are also gentler options.

Don’t ignore joint pain
If an ache is limiting your 
workouts and regular activities, 
have it checked out by a 
professional. Do not continue to 
exercise through knee pain as it 
can overstress the joints and may 
cause even more damage.

WHEN IT COMES TO HAVING A STRONG LOWER 
BODY, KEEP YOUR KNEES STRONG BY FOLLOWING 
THESE SAFETY TIPS.
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Skipping dinner
Eating dinner earlier or skipping it altogether may be an effective 
weight-loss strategy. A recent study on time-restricted feeding 
found that eating within a smaller daily window decreased hunger 
and caused positive changes in fat and carbohydrate metabolism. 
The health benefits of fasting have been known for some time, 
and findings such as these are leading scientists to believe that 
it may also influence our metabolism. These results may have 
something to do with our body’s inner clock, known as the 
circadian rhythm. It seems eating in-line with this clock can help 
us optimise fat burned. With studies like this one emerging, it’s 
no wonder that diets that include some element of fasting are 
becoming more and more popular.

Exercise shields 
backlash from 
overindulgence
As little as one week of overeating can cause 
impairment to glycemic control and changes 
in insulin sensitivity. Exercise has been shown 
to act as a protective measure against these 
changes. If you find yourself bingeing on junk 
food, getting out for some exercise won’t just help 
you on a calorie-in-versus-calorie-out basis, but 
will actually fight the longer-lasting metabolic 
impairments associated with overeating.

Training factors that 
affect muscle growth
For optimal results, it’s 
important to train smart. 
A lot of that has to do 
with knowing what works 
and what doesn’t. When 
it comes to training for 
muscle hypertrophy, there 
are many variables that 
you need to consider. 
Things such as training 
volume, rep range, range of 
motion, training to failure, 
training frequency, rest 
periods, and training load 
all play important roles. 
It’s worth knowing what 
the research says about 
these training factors when 
designing a program. From 
the research available it 
seems that training with a 
high total volume leads to 
greater hypertrophy. The 
optimal rep range seems to 

be 8-12 reps with a heavy 
load. Total time under 
tension may also be used 
in the place of counting 
reps. Longer rest seems 
to be more beneficial, as 
this leads to lifting greater 
loads. Training to failure 
seems to be conducive to 
more growth, and so does 
a full range of motion. A 
higher training frequency 
such as training each 
muscle group twice-
weekly seems to be slightly 
superior to training at a 
lower frequency.
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SHANE VAN GISBERGEN RACES AT THE 
AUSTRALIAN GRAND PRIX, MELBOURNE, 
AUSTRALIA ON MARCH 24, 2017

THRILL SEEKER
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SHOOT WITH AUSTRALIA’S 

LEADING FITNESS 

PHOTOGRAPHY STUDIO

Dallas Olsen Photography 
is a Specialist Fitness 
Photography Studio, 
producing imagery and 
video content that is seen 
by more than 1.5 million 
people around the world 
every week.

You can find our 
work on the covers of 
iconic Australian and 
International Fitness 
Magazines such as 
Oxygen Magazine, Men’s 
Muscle & Health, Ultra 
FITNESS Magazine, 
Muscle Mag, Ironman, 
Natural Bodz, Women's 
Health & Fitness and 
Men's Health.

CHECK OUT OUR CURRENT PHOTO SHOOT SPECIALS AT 
challengermediagroup.com/dop-shoot-with-us



CONQUERING
CALISTHENICS

WORDS KELLY McNAUGHT

Not for the faint-hearted, this all-over body workout looks easy; however,  if 
you’ve never worked with bars or bodyweight before you’re in for a rude surprise 

as this is possibly the ultimate combination of bodyweight strength and control.
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This 'street/bodyweight workout' has become the fastest-growing 
movement throughout the world and is a whole lot harder than 
you might have expected.

If you’re looking for a lean, muscular model physique, it might be 
time to ditch the heavy weights and excessive equipment and take 
up a calisthenics program. Forget ribbon twirling and rhythmic 
gymnastics, calisthenics is a hardcore workout that teaches you 
to defy gravity, while working muscles you did not even know 
you had.

Derived from the Greek word kalos, meaning beautiful together 
with Sthenos, meaning strength, Calisthenics naturally becomes 
'beautiful strength', and the participants of this incredible 
workout can surely testify that the outcome matches the meaning.

THE HISTORY OF CALISTHENICS CAN BE TRACED BACK TO THREE 
SIGNIFICANT ERAS:
Pre-YouTube: Although there were people practising the 
movement, it was the Ruff Ryders DVD, Thug Workout: Fitness 
From the Streets, that really introduced the sport to the world in 
a somewhat large way. 

The 'golden era': Youtube introduced the world to this culture 
and it blew up globally. The most famous originators from this 
era are Hannibal for King, Zef Zakaveli, Marcus Bondi and the 
Bar-barians, Giant and the Bartendaz, and the 'beast master', 
Leigh Bundy, and his team Beast Mode.

Calisthenics vs sport: The third era that emerged pitted the 
culture of calisthenics against the sporting aspect. There are those 
who are fighting to maintain the cultural purity of calisthenics, 
its roots and its history, while there are those discovering the 
'sport' of calisthenics (cali) who sometimes seem to disregard the 
original reason or cause of the original objective.

IN THIS MANNER, YOU CAN PREVENT INJURY BY ‘LISTENING’ 
TO YOUR BODY AND STRATEGICALLY WORKING AROUND 

ANY POTENTIAL ISSUES BEFORE THEY ARISE.

BEHIND A STRONG MIND, 
A STRONG BODY GROWS. 
BEHIND A STRONG BODY, A 
STRONG MIND GROWS.

Photo:Shutterstock.com
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Calisthenics has become a universal fitness revolution that is non-
discriminative of race, age or gender. It’s about rising by lifting 
others, never accepting failure as an option and being part of 
something greater than yourself.

'Bodyweight training' is the purest way to get in shape. Using 
your own bodyweight with complex movements you work out 
multiple muscles at once, engaging your muscles together so 
you develop an all-encompassing strength. It becomes a truly 
mind–body movement, which takes a certain level of physical 
and mental strength that then becomes a permanent part of you.

Basic Calisthenics begins with fundamental base bodyweight 
exercises such as push-ups, chin-ups and pull-ups. Once you’ve 
conquered those, you progress into the harder skills like muscle-
ups, levers and human flags. If you’re looking for an incredibly 
rewarding challenge or something a little bit different, give 
calisthenics a go — but be warned: it is addictive!

The idea is that once you’ve mastered one progression you’ll 
be champing at the bit to tackle the next one. There’s no real 
endgame in sight — only endless opportunities to learn and better 
yourself.

CALISTHENICS IS EASILY 
ONE OF THE MOST HUMBLING 
WORKOUTS YOU CAN DO; 
THERE’S ABSOLUTELY NO 
ROOM TO CHEAT REPS OR GET 
SLACK ON YOUR TECHNIQUE. 
YOU CAN ONLY WORK AT YOUR 
OWN PACE AND AIM TO MASTER 
YOUR PROGRESSION.

Prisoners learnt exercises while incarcerated — pull-up and dip 
bars were installed in American jails for practical and safety 
reasons, eliminating moving parts and maintenance. The amazing 
transformations of the inmates' physiques were spectacular and 
inspired forward-thinking local government bodies around the 
world to erect simple ‘health and fitness courts’ in municipal 
parks.

Such facilities proved to be hugely popular amongst the local 
communities also as young kids would swing and climb on the 
bars and sports teams would do supersets of pull-ups and dips. 
Passing joggers would bang out sit-ups and the elderly and infirm 
could begin doing gentle stretching exercises.

Most outdoor gym parks have a range of bars at a variety of levels. 
Usually people start with simple push-ups or assisted dips, which 
can be done on a bar at hip-height to make it as easy as possible. 
Chest-high bars allow for assisted body pull-ups with feet on the 
ground. Posts and poles of varying heights provide a platform for 
single- or double-legged squats and lunges. Incline benches of 
varying degrees allow for the full range of sit-ups and crunches. 
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Famous moves begin with the full spectrum of push-up and pull-
up variations: highly advanced techniques include muscle-ups, 
front levers, back levers, human flags, one-arm pull-ups and a 
dizzying array of flips and jumps. To really ratchet things up, 
rolled up towels and old ropes are hung over bars to extract 
maximum burn from every available muscle fibre!

The natural movements of bodyweight training allow you to 
feel and understand your physiology at the most intricate levels. 
Every element and movement is from within your body, so you 
can clearly sense and comprehend its origin and purpose. In this 
manner, you can prevent injury by ‘listening’ to your body and 
strategically working around any potential issues before they arise. 

The bonus of compound exercises is that they optimise complete 
muscle exertion in unison — so all your muscles/tendons/joints 
develop strength relative to each other, maximising power and 
tone while minimising the risk of injury. That's why compound 
exercises are the best form of training for martial arts, wrestling, 
climbing and all strength sports, such as football, ice hockey, 
rugby and so on.

While the cali explosion is amazing for the sport, original 
proponents of the movement seek to maintain its purity — that 
of being born out of necessity and leadership to help stop young 
men and women falling into gang, drug and criminal elements 
and to offer a different choice for those who felt they had no 
other option.  

THERE ARE NO RULES 
TO YOUR OWN CREATIVE 
VERSATILIT Y AND THAT 
IS THE BEAUTY OF BAR 
TR AINING. INDIVIDUALS 
CAN EXPERIMENT, EXPLORE 
AND INVENT THEIR OWN 
NEW MOVES OR ADAPT OR 
CUSTOMISE A PROGRAM OR 
ROUTINE THAT SUITS THEM 
BEST!

The growing international recognition of bodyweight training is 
phenomenal. Iconic rapper LL Cool J features intense bodyweight 
bar sets in his music videos and US ‘crews’ include The Bar-
barians as well as The 5Ds, The Barstarzz, The Bartendaz and 
many more. Regular comps and meets, organised online, are held 
all over the world. Elements include ‘freestyle’ bar routines as well 
as pure rep challenges for pull-ups, dips, squats and push-ups. 

At the highest levels of US bar crews, membership is open to 
everyone, but it can’t be bought. For example, to qualify as a 
Bar-Barian brother, you must complete the following set routine 
within six minutes, without stopping within each set: 5 muscle-
ups, 45 dips, 25 pull-ups, 55 push-ups and finish with another 5 
muscle-ups. Please try it; it’s a ‘zone of your own’ unlike any other!

Bodyweight training is not just restricted to council authorised 
‘bar parks’; any overhanging branch is ready for pull-ups, any steel 
fence is a frame for dips and any stop sign is perfect for a human 
flag hold. Basically, it’s about having fun while getting strong, 
fit and healthy. Bar fanatics such as Zakaveli, Hannibal, Giant 
and Marcus Bondi have been clocking up many millions of hits 
of their extreme bar training moves and techniques on YouTube 
and their respective websites. Bar crews from Brooklyn are now 
touring Ukraine and Germany and attracting huge crowds.

All over the world, from New York City to Kiev to Tamarama, 
‘street workouts’ on bars are revolutionising how people get 
fit, healthy and strong. Famously known as ‘jail gyms’, ‘ghetto 
workouts’ and ‘bar training’, this incredibly popular global 
movement, united by YouTube and Facebook, has captured the 
brains and brawn of millions. MMH

Look at the strong and shredded torsos of the bar training fanatics 
around the world for evidence; nothing builds striated muscles 
and burns flab like bodyweight training. 

Photo:Shutterstock.com
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JOIN THE MOVEMENT!

TAKE FLIGHT WITH 
#TEAMAMPM

The need to move around and feel 
the blood flowing through our 
bodies is deeply encoded into our 
DNA. Mastering the art of motion 
and controlling every muscle is not 
simple, yet, like warriors we seek to 
conquer it.

WWW.AMPM.FIT

STAY IN TOUCH AT:
Art of Motion Pursuit of Movement

@_ampm_official_

For you, for us, that’s what life 
is about. To push our limits and 
discover how powerful our body and 
mind can be. This is what we stand 
for at AMPM:

Art of Motion Pursuit of 
Movement 

Proudly the largest calisthenic 
community in Australia.

Every movement-based artist that 
joins the Movement helps grow the 
community and keep the vision alive. 

At AMPM we have a line of top 
quality apparel to choose from, to 
represent the movement and help 
us take it worldwide.



SHOP NOW AT:
WWW.AMPM.FIT

At AMPM we felt the need 
to combine streetwear and 
functionality, to give you the 
freedom of motion and ease of 
movement whilst maintaining urban 
steeze. 

Our bodies find balance, shift in mid-
air and explode with power. Each 
piece of clothing is designed having 
this in mind.

RECEIVE 20% OFF
ALL ORDERS.

PROMO CODE:    MMH21

FREERUN PANTS
The Freerun Pants is our latest 
release, perfect for many different 
workouts. 

They are carefully engineered for 
durability thanks to their top quality 
dual threads. The lightweight fabric 
allows full range of motion and 
will keep you cool throughout the 
workout.

Founder, loving father and true 
inspiration - Johann Ofner who 
now lives in our hearts, inspired this 
movement and wished to spread it 
across the world! 

We are the team to keep his vision 
alive and take care of his young 
daughter, Kyarna.
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Bathroom Basics
YOUR 10-MINUTE GROOMING GUIDE FOR THE MODERN MAN

WORDS STEPHEN  HANDISIDES
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HAIR ON TOP
Rinsing off in the shower does not count as washing your hair. Make sure you shampoo and 
condition at least every other day, and shampoo every day if you’re a tradie, for fresh, glossy locks. 
You don’t need to spend a fortune on expensive salon brands; a good supermarket product will work 
just fine or try a 2-in-1 shampoo and conditioner. Pick products that are designed for your hair type, 
dry, greasy or normal or dandruff control. Sneaky tip: it’s fine to use her shampoo, too — women’s 
shampoos contain the same basic ingredients as men’s — as long as it doesn’t smell too girlie!

ahhh… the mysteries of the bathroom! Have you 
ever wondered what girls do in the bathroom for 
hours on end? These exotic creatures disappear 
in and come out, what seems like hours later, 
looking primped and preened to perfection. Well 
in this issue of Life Hacks I am going to give you 

the lowdown on bathroom basics. How you can look your best 
without the hours of maintenance that the girls put in! With this 
daily 10-minute routine, you’ll be looking sharper and smarter 
and it won’t cause a domestic over you hogging the bathroom. 
Okay, let’s start at the top; first is your mop. 

SHOWER
Don’t just stand under the water half asleep. Wash yourself with soap or a shower gel, use a shower 
mitt or washcloth to build up a good lather and exfoliate away dead skin cells. You need to wash 
away all the dirt and oils that have accumulated throughout the day or overnight. After you’ve 
rinsed off, finish with a burst of cold water; it will wake you up and close the pores of your skin.

FACE
Use a facial wash for men or, if you’re old-school, a bar of soap, although some non-facial soaps 
can be quite drying to the skin. If you have dry skin, opt for a non-soap cleanser or dry skin facial 
wash. If your skin is oilier, try a wash with salicylic acid. It helps to unclog pores and degrease the 
skin. Concentrate on the T-Zone, nose and forehead as this is where your oil glands are and tend 
to be the greasiest. Once a week, use a gentle facial scrub to gently buff away those dead skin cells, 
leaving you with a bright and invigorated complexion. Facial scrubs can really help if you are prone 
to ingrowing hairs from shaving as well. 

SHAVE
Shave in or just after a shower; the hot water softens the hair and opens the hair follicles for a closer 
and easier shave. Always use a shaving cream or oil. Use a shaving brush to create a rich lather and 
raise the hairs. Go with the grain for less irritation; you can always go over twice for a really close 
shave. Make sure the blades in your razor are sharp, or you’ll end up with bits of bloody tissue stuck 
to your face. After shaving, rinse with warm water and pat dry with a clean towel. Finish off with 
your signature aftershave lotion to replace moisture and sooth the skin. On a side note, unless you 
are a professional cyclist or swimmer, please don’t shave your legs! I don’t care how on-trend you 
are; it’s just wrong. 

EXCESS FACIAL HAIR
Thick manly brows can look great, but a monobrow doesn’t look good on anyone. Your face 
caterpillars are easy to maintain. Do it after the shower, but before you moisturise, or the hairs will 
be slippery. Get some tweezers and just pluck the middle between the eyes, and the odd stray under 
and above the brow. Don’t overpluck; just do the main areas where you have excess hair. Big eyebrows 
aren’t a problem; it’s when they start to meet in the middle that you’ve got an issue. Nasal and ear hair 
is unsightly too and can easily be trimmed; nasal hair trimmers will make that tricky job a breeze. 

SHORT AND CURLIES
Manscaping your short and curlies is perfectly acceptable in this day and age. Just keep it neat and 
tidy. Trim your underarm and nether regions, but please do it very carefully!
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SKIN
Once you’ve washed your face, shaved and plucked, moisturise. It is one of the key things that men 
shy away from. Moisturising keeps your skin hydrated, slows ageing and helps protect against skin 
damage. Experiment with different products and try a few different brands until you find something 
that you like and that suits your skin. You can even buy complete skincare kits such as Ultra for Men 
essential skincare program. A moisturiser with a sunscreen is a good idea in Australia especially. 
Finish with a slather of pawpaw ointment or SPF lip balm on your lips; this will prevent cracked, 
sore lips in winter and in the hotter months. 

TEETH
Any dentist will tell you it’s good to floss. Try to floss between your teeth at least once a day before 
brushing. Then brush your teeth for about two minutes, and include brushing your tongue. You can 
use a manual or electric toothbrush; they will both do a good job as long as you brush thoroughly. 
Finish with a mouthwash for an invigorating fresh minty breath. Try to visit your dentist every six 
months. A good teeth cleaning routine will help to prevent gum disease, tooth decay, keep your 
smile sparkling white and can help combat halitosis.

HANDS AND FEET
Use a nailbrush to keep your fingernails clean and nail clippers to keep them short and neat. Clean 
hands are pretty basic really! If you suffer from painful, dry and cracked heels use a paddle foot 
exfoliator in the shower and then a heel balm every night. If you do this for a week it should heal up. 

TO FINISH
Finish up with a quick spray of antiperspirant deodorant, but make sure it’s antiperspirant; plain 
deodorant will just mask the odour and won’t stop sweat patches. Then some aftershave and you’re 
good to go! Pick your signature scent and aim for a deodorant and aftershave with similar or 
complementary fragrances so that they are not competing. 

NO-GO ZONES
Some things are best left to the professionals. You wouldn’t try changing the engine in your car 
by yourself; the same goes for a few male grooming essentials. Waxing your chest, back, sack and 
crack — don’t even go there! I guarantee it will all end in tears. Another one is dying your hair. 
Those subtle, blond highlights may just turn out green, and touching up those greys — leave it to 
your hairdresser. You can bet Warnie and George Clooney do.  
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Bathroom Basics shopping list:

1. Shampoo - https://moehair.com - Hair Guard Shampoo

2. Conditioner or 2-in-1 shampoo and conditioner – https://

moehair.com – Hair Guard Conditioner

3. Antiperspirant deodorant 

4. Facial soap or facial wash – Ultraceuticals Ultra Brightening 

Foam Cleanser

5. Facial scrub – Daily Exfoliating Facial Scrub 200ml

6. Shaving cream – Authentic No.10 Finest Shaving Cream is my 

go-to!

7. Aftershave balm – Any Truefitt & Hill products. They have 211 

years of grooming tradition and they are used by Royalty  

8. Lip balm or pawpaw ointment

9. Men’s moisturiser – Aspect Dr C Skin Brightening Serum 

10. Body wash or soap bar – Scaramouche + Fandango Men’s 

Body Wash (200ml)

11. Good-quality razor – Truefitt and Hill razor

12. Men’s grooming kit, including tweezers, nail clippers, shaver 

and scissors – you can get great personalised ones at www.

createyour.gift  

13. Electric or manual toothbrush  

14. Aftershave or men’s fragrance

STEPHEN HANDISIDES 
Stephen is an international TV presenter, model, journalist and all-round expert on aesthetic beauty and male grooming. 
Stephen is currently featuring as a guest grooming presenter on Channel 10’s Cruise Mode and is a regular expert 
commentator in the UK on ITV’s This Morning, GMTV, Lorraine, OK!TV, Five, Sky News and BBC radio. Stephen also 
hosts and produces Sky TV’s MyFaceMyBody and is the brains behind the Global Aesthetic Awards, held in London, 
LA and Sydney. For more male grooming tips and inspiration, check out Stephen’s Instagram @shandisides, Twitter        
@shandisides and his website and blog on www.stephenhandisides.com

EYES
Too much caffeine, alcohol, smoke and too little sleep can make your eyes look scary. Clear Eyes 
or eyedrops can help. With eyes, prevention is better than the cure, so try drinking lots of water, 
eating healthy and getting plenty of shuteye, to keep your eyes clear and bright.

HAIR
When it comes to doing your hair, style it before you add any product. This is going to prevent 
overuse and that hard shell look you see so many of your mates sporting. Whatever amount of 
product you’re using, halve it; sometimes less is more. You can always add a little bit extra if you 
need it. Visit your barbers every four to six weeks to keep your hairstyle looking tiptop.

BATHROOM CUPBOARD
I’ve put together your essentials bathroom shopping list, with some of my faves. You only need a few basic products in your 
bathroom cabinet to keep you looking sharp. Don’t be afraid to try lots of different brands until you find your favourites. MMH
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FOOD SWAPS FOR
‘EVERYDAY’ MEN

SOUR CREAM FOR LOW-FAT NATURAL YOGHURT
Swapping sour cream to low-fat natural yoghurt can save you 
kilojoules and saturated fat, while providing you with a healthy 
dose of protein and calcium for improved recovery after workouts. 
Get creative and add a dash of herbs and a squeeze of lemon juice 
for a healthy dip for snacks or add a dollop to your tacos and 
baked potatoes for the same creamy, tangy goodness but with 
more protein and less fat than sour cream to keep you fuller for 
longer. Now that’s more bang for your buck! Look for yoghurts 
that have no added sugar and with more than 5-10g protein and 
low in fat (usually less than 3g fat per 100g). 

MAYONNAISE FOR AVOCADO
Avo is not only a brunch food for the ladies. Did you know that 
by spreading some mayo on your chicken sandwich you’re adding 
almost two chocolate paddle pop ice creams’ worth of kilojoules?! 
Mayonnaise is also loaded with saturated fat, a type of fat linked 
with increased risk of heart disease. On the other hand, avocado 
is packed with healthy monounsaturated fats that decrease your 
risk of heart disease, and is also a great source of fibre, folate, 
potassium and vitamin C and K. Adding avo to your meal has 
also been shown to boost satisfaction by 25 per cent! So why 
not opt for a quarter of an avo instead of that squirt of mayo 
and you’ll save on overall energy and eliminate the saturated 
fat! Avocado is also incredibly versatile with its ability to replace 
butter in cakes and desserts, on toast or in a sandwich, and it even 
goes well with Vegemite – need we say more?

WORDS Alex Parker and Anna-Jane Debenham, Accredited Practising Dietitians 

CREAMY SALAD DRESSING FOR BALSAMIC VINEGAR
Think you’ve made the ‘healthier choice’ by going for the salad 
at lunch? The humble salad dressing could be a complete game 
changer depending on your choice, and can jeopardize your 
attempts to stay healthy. While salad dressings can make salads 
more appetising and help increase your veggie intake, some 
salad dressings are full of extra kilojoules and fat – especially the 
creamy ones. We recommend steering clear of cream-based salad 
dressings and opting for olive oil, vinegar, lemon juice or garlic. 
Try adding wholegrain mustard if you feel like something with 
a creamier mouth feel. 
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FOOD SWAPS
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COCONUT MILK FOR LIGHT EVAPORATED MILK 
WITH COCONUT ESSENCE
Despite the recent nutrition trends bombarding social media, you 
may be surprised to hear that coconut milk really isn’t as healthy 
as it’s hyped up to be. For the same creamy goodness and coconut 
flavour use light evaporated milk with coconut essence and you’ll 
slash the saturated fat out and almost halve the kilojoules! 

CHEDDAR CHEESE FOR COTTAGE CHEESE 
Cheese is one of those foods that is often over-consumed – two 
slices, or 40g, of regular, hard cheese comes with 10-12g of fat! 
For a lower-fat option that’s just as delicious, try a swap to half a 
cup of cottage cheese. Like plain yoghurt, cottage cheese packs in 
more protein while keeping a lid on the fat content, leaving you 
more satisfied without adding to your waistline. Cottage cheese 
makes a great snack with wholegrain crackers or try using it as a 
spread on your next sandwiches and morning toast. 

POTATO CHIPS FOR POPCORN
Crunchy, salty potato chips are a common go-to snack but 
unfortunately when it comes to saturated fat and kilojoules, they 
don’t stack up. A small packet of chips can contain 800-1000 
kilojoules (or 200-250 calories), which is almost double the energy 
content of a recommended snack (600 kJ), and up to 20g of total 
fat – even if they claim to be cooked in ‘good fats’. That salty 
goodness of the small packet will also cost you 30 per cent of 
your daily salt allowance! On the other hand, plain air-popped 
popcorn is a delicious and healthier alternative to potato chips 
that still provides you with that satisfying crunch! Popcorn is 
high in fibre and low GI, meaning it will help to keep you fuller 
for longer – and with a sensible portion size, they’re the perfect 
snack to keep those munchies at bay. And being around only 
230 kilojoules per packet, plain popcorn is the clear winner! Try 
jazzing up your popcorn by mixing in some smoked paprika or 
mixed spices for a flavour hit.  

For more on healthy eating, contact an Accredited Practising Dietitian (APD). APDs work 
with you to provide practical, tailored advice based on the latest science, and can help 
motivate and support you to take charge of what you eat. Visit the ‘Find an APD’ section 
of the Dietitians Association of Australia website at www.daa.asn.au to find an APD in 
your area.

THE BITING TRUTH
Alex Parker and Anna-Jane Debenham run The Biting Truth, a nutrition consulting company that uses 
innovative and creative themes to deliver science-based health and nutritional information. 
www.thebitingtruth.com  |  www.facebook.com/thebitingtruth  |  www.instagram.com/thebitingtruth
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Exercise Supersets Reps Rest between sets

Triceps push-ups & Seated dumbbell concentration curls 4 12 30 secs

Triceps cable pressdown & Standing one-arm alternate curls 4 12 30 secs

Seated one-arm overhead dumbbell extension & EZ-bar curls 4 12 30 secs

Bench dips & Standing dumbbell hammer curls 4 12 30 secs

*No rest between supersetted exercises, 30 seconds rest between sets and one minute rest between pairings. Twelve 
reps per side if performing a unilateral movement.
**On the fourth and last set, perform a drop set on both exercises. Use approximately 75 per cent of the weight used 
during your original sets and complete as many reps as possible.

ARM-BLASTING WORKOUT

NO REST FOR THE 
WICKED 
WORDS  &  MODEL SKIP WOOD   |   IMAGES NOEL DAGANTA

If you despise loose sleeves this is the arm workout for you! You will perform four 
exercises for both triceps and biceps, incorporating both supersets and drop 
sets. Rest periods between sets are only 30 seconds, which will feel like a blink 
of an eye shortly after the workout begins. Try and keep up! Perform this work-
out twice per week and in no time your ‘guns’ will be hard to conceal! 
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TRICEPS PUSH-UPS:
SET-UP: Start in a push-up position with 
your hands 4-6 inches apart. 
ACTION: Slowly descend to the floor, 
keeping your elbows in close to your 
chest.  Touch your chest to the floor, 
press up quickly, finishing with your 
arms straightened.
TOP TIP: Contract your triceps at the top 
position before descending back down.

SEATED DUMBBELL 
CONCENTRATION 
CURLS:
SET-UP: Sitting on a bench, hold one 
dumbbell with your left hand.
ACTION: Lean forward and press your 
left triceps against the inside of your 
left leg. Curl the dumbbell up and 
contract your bicep at the top position 
before slowly lowering it back down.
TOP TIP: Keep your palm in a 
supinated position throughout the 
movement. 

TRICEPS CABLE 
PRESSDOWN:
SET-UP: Standing upright with your feet 
shoulder-width apart, grab an angled bar 
with an overhand grip.
ACTION: Push the bar downward 
until your arms are fully extended 
perpendicular to the floor before slowly 
raising it back up.
TOP TIP: Contract your triceps at the 
bottom position for a one-count each 
rep.
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STANDING ONE-ARM 
ALTERNATE CURLS: 
SET-UP: Stand with a dumbbell in each 
hand, palms facing in, and arms fully 
lengthened to your side. 
ACTION: Contract your biceps and curl 
the right weight up until it reaches 
shoulder height.  Slowly lower the 
weight and repeat with the left weight.
TOP TIP: Keep your palms supinated 
(facing up) throughout the entire 
movement for constant biceps tension.  

SEATED ONE-ARM 
OVERHEAD DUMBBELL 
EXTENSION:
SET-UP: Sitting on a bench, hold a 
dumbbell in one hand at shoulder 
height.
ACTION: Extend your arm over your 
head until it’s perpendicular to the floor.  
Slowly lower the weight behind your 
head; repeat both sides for required reps.
TOP TIP: Lower the weight all the way 
down to fully lengthen and stretch your 
triceps each rep. 

EZ-BAR CURLS: 
SET-UP: Standing up straight, hold an 
EZ curl bar at the outer handles, keeping 
your elbows in close to your side.
ACTION: Moving only your forearms, 
curl the weight up to your shoulders and 
slowly lower the weight back down.
TOP TIP: Flex your triceps at the bottom 
of the movement each rep to ensure 
your biceps are fully lengthened to start 
each rep. Contract your biceps for a one 
count at the top of the movement. Avoid 
swinging the weight! 
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BENCH DIPS: 
SET-UP: Hold on to the edge of a bench 
with your arms shoulder-width apart, 
extend your legs and bend at the waist.
ACTION: Lower your body by bending 
your elbows until your arms reach a 90 
degree angle. Use your triceps to raise 
your torso back up until your arms are 
fully extended.
TOP TIP: Keep your elbows as close as 
possible throughout the movement and 
contract your triceps at the top position 
for a one-count each rep.

STANDING DUMBBELL 
HAMMER CURLS:
SET-UP: Stand with a dumbbell in each hand 
and arms fully lengthened to your side, 
palms facing in.
ACTION: Contract your biceps and curl the 
right weight up until it reaches shoulder 
height. Slowly lower the weight and repeat 
with the left weight.  
TOP TIP: Squeeze the weight as tight as you 
can to get your forearms involved in the 
movement. Your biceps will thank you!
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SKIP WOOD
Skip is a certified strength and conditioning coach (USA Weightlifting), fitness cover model and physical education teacher 
located in Phoenix, Arizona. He has appeared in several fitness and bodybuilding publications as part of product ads and 
features, including MMH’s International Spotlight (May/June 2016). Skip is most recognised for appearing in television 
ads for MuscleTech’s popular weight-loss product Hydroxycut.

GENERAL TIPS: 
This workout is high volume. Depending 
on how many reps you can squeeze out 
on your drop sets, the total number of 
reps for this workout will be around 
500! It would be easy to let your form 
waiver as your lungs start to burn and 
your arms fatigue, but remember that 
every rep counts!  If your technique 
begins to suffer, lower the weight to 
complete a set! Check your ego at the 
door and concentrate on completing 
each rep with a full range of motion. 

DRINK AMINO ACIDS DURING THE 
WORKOUT AND HAVE A WHEY 
PROTEIN SHAKE IMMEDIATELY 
AFTER TO REDUCE SORENESS. 
GOOD LUCK!
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HOW WELL DO 
YOU KNOW YOUR 
SUPPLEMENTS?

SHOP SMART AND KNOW THE FACTS
WORDS ROBERT FORBES, SUPPLEMENT INDUSTRY EXPERT AND DIRECTOR 

OF RFA REGULATORY AFFAIRS

In Australia, some sports supplements are classified as foods and 
others as complementary medicines (therapeutic goods). In the 
USA the same products are often called ‘dietary supplements’. 
All foods sold in Australia must comply with the Australia New 
Zealand Food Standards Code. Complementary medicines are 
regulated by the Therapeutic Goods Administration (TGA). 

So what is a therapeutic good? In contrast to a food, a therapeutic 
product provides a therapeutic benefit whereas a food provides 
nutrition. Generally, a food would not be a capsule or tablet 
(although there are exceptions!).

Check the nutrition panel: Check that a nutrition 
information panel (NIP) and not a nutrition facts 
panel is included on food labels. All foods for 
sale in Australia (unless specifically exempted) 
must include a NIP. If the product has vitamins 
or minerals included, the percentage of the RDI 
(Recommended Dietary Intake) or ESADDI 
(Estimated Safe and Adequate Daily Dietary 
Intake) of each vitamin/mineral per serving must 
also be included — make sure you check for this.

2.

Use these tips to help you buy your supplements 
wisely:

Read the ingredients list: For complementary 
medicine products, there should be a list 
identifying each active ingredient (not proprietary 
blends of ingredients) and the quantity of each 
active ingredient should be detailed, not grouped 
together. For foods, check the NIP. 

1.
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In 2014, 9.6 million fake and illicit medicines were seized in Australia, including slimming pills, erectile dysfunction pills 
and nutritional products. The seizures were worth more than $40 million. It can be hard to guarantee exactly what you are 
getting, and this is why Australia has strict standards of manufacturing and regulates products making therapeutic claims. So 
shop smart! MMH

3.
Check the claims it is making: If the 
product is making claims about an effect 
on a condition and being sold in Australia, 
check for an AUST L prefix and number (for 
example, AUST L 12345) on the front panel 
of the product label. This number is received 
after submitting the listing application for the 
product to the TGA. It means that the product 
is a complementary medicine made according 
to Good Manufacturing Practices, which are 
well-controlled manufacturing processes and 
standards. An example of a therapeutic claim is 
‘may help reduce joint inflammation associated 
with arthritis’ or ‘relief of muscular cramps and 
spasms’. If a product has no AUST L number and 
makes these types of claims, it is probably not 
okay.

4.
Look at it realistically: The product shouldn’t 
make unrealistic claims; if a product sounds too 
good to be true — it probably is! You aren’t going 
to be ripped in two weeks.

5.
Check for contact info: Check there is some way 
you can contact the supplier about the product 
if you have any questions — for  example, how 
much of the product to take, if you find a piece 
of plastic in the bottle or experience side effects.

6.
Look at the numbers: A batch number should be 
included so the product can be tracked if it needs 
to be recalled due to quality issues. The expiry or 
best before date also ensures you aren’t purchasing 
short-dated or expired products.

Photo: Shutterstock.com

Finally, shop smart. There are many websites where you can purchase supplements but be careful. How do you 
know where the product is manufactured and what it contains? Counterfeit goods have been sold online, along 
with supplements found to contain no active ingredients at all — only colours, flavours, fillers and binders.7.
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8 FOODS TO MAN-TAIN 
YOUR HEALTH
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WORDS: JOEL FEREN, ACCREDITED PRACTISING DIETITIAN

WALNUTS
Walnuts are a fantastic source of nutrition. They contain polyunsaturated fatty acids, 
protein, fibre, magnesium and vitamin B6. One study found that walnuts not only 
reduced the inflammatory load on the brain, but also helped to improve a number of 
neurological processes too. The study’s authors concluded by saying that eating walnuts 
as part of a healthy diet can be an effective way to slow brain ageing and reduce the risk 
of neurodegenerative diseases. With evidence like that, you’d be a nutter not to regularly 
munch on some walnuts.

TOMATOES
Tomatoes are high in lycopene, an antioxidant that has been shown to be preventative 
against prostate cancer. In fact, tomato sauce is extremely rich in lycopene, as heating 
tomatoes increases its bioavailability. So, tomato sauce sandwiches don’t seem like such 
a silly idea after all – at least your prostate will approve.

OYSTERS
Casanova used to dine on 50 oysters for breakfast. According to some, his exploits were 
attributed to his high intake of the sea creature. That’s because oysters are high in zinc, 
which is important for sexual health as well as immunity. While you’re still better off 
having porridge or grainy toast for breakfast, you may want to eat some oysters at another 
time of the day to boost your zinc intake.

TURKEY
Turkey contains tryptophan, an amino acid responsible for producing serotonin. 
Serotonin is often described as the ‘happy hormone’. Include turkey in your lunchtime 
sandwich or substitute it for chicken to help boost your intake of tryptophan. Your 
tastebuds will be happy too. 

SALMON
Salmon is rich in omega-3 fatty acids. These fats have been shown to improve heart 
health by improving heart rate, reducing the risk of blood clots and inflammation, 
and boosting the good cholesterol. This is surely heartening news in light of the fact 
that 153 Aussie men suffer a heart attack every day. The National Heart Foundation 
recommends that we get two serves of fatty fish a week. Regularly including salmon in 
your diet is a good start.
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EGGS
Eggs are nutritional powerhouses packed with heaps of good stuff such as protein, 
vitamin B12, monounsaturated fat, phosphorous, selenium, iodine, folate and vitamin 
A. All up, there are 11 different vitamins and minerals naturally found in eggs. They’re 
also naturally low in salt and sugar. And, because they are high in protein, they help to 
keep us fuller for longer, so they’re a great option for those looking to shed some weight.

MILK
Milk is an excellent source of vitamins and minerals, particularly bone-building calcium, 
and it’s packed with slow-releasing energy and muscle-building protein. It’s the perfect 
post-exercise drink as it is high in leucine, an amino acid that helps to fast-track muscle 
growth and recovery. So show off your bulging biceps and milk moustache proudly!

JOEL FEREN
Joel is the director and principal dietitian at Hearty Nutrition – a private consulting nutrition practice in Melbourne. 
He is an Accredited Practising Dietitian with a background in the biomedical sciences. Joel’s main area of interest is 
men’s health. 

Photo: Shutterstock.com
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Note: It is important to focus on diet 

quality, rather than single nutrients and 

foods. Try your best to incorporate the 

foods listed above; studies continue to 

demonstrate that a diet high in whole 

and nutritious foods leads to the best 

health outcomes. Only eating a tin of 

baked beans periodically, or munching 

on some walnuts once or twice a week, 

may not provide the health benefits you 

are after, especially if the rest of your 

diet is poor. 

BAKED BEANS
Baked beans are jam-packed full of nutrients such as vitamins B1 and B6, folate, iron, 
magnesium, phosphorous, copper, potassium, zinc and selenium. Plus they are low in fat 
and high in low GI carbs and fibre. Studies have consistently shown that dietary fibre 
can help to reduce one’s risk of developing bowel cancer. Worryingly, bowel cancer is 
the second most common cause of cancer in men in Australia. Regularly include baked 
beans on toast at brekkie or have them as a snack in between meals to boost your fibre 
intake. Your guts will thank you for it. 

For more on healthy eating, contact an Accredited Practising Dietitian (APD) – they’re 
the experts in food and nutrition. APDs provide practical, tailored advice based on the 
latest science, and can help motivate and support you to take charge of what you eat. 
Visit the ‘Find an APD’ section of the Dietitians Association of Australia website at 
www.daa.asn.au to find an APD in your area.

The key is to view all the foods you eat as part of a bigger picture. Aim for a diet high in plant-based foods such as legumes, nuts, seeds, fruit, vegetables, whole grains and extra virgin olive oil, as well as lean meats, fish, eggs and dairy. Go easy on the ‘extra’ foods such as lollies, chips and takeaway meals and beverages such as soft drinks and fruit juices (the list goes on). Getting that right will provide the foundation of a good-quality diet.

NUTRITION



TAKE A WALK ON THE 
WILD SIDE
Transition into your winter wardrobe with style.
As the weather cools it’s time for that smooth wardrobe transition so you don’t get 
left out in the cold. This season we see a nice mix of new trends together with the 
return of classic pieces that will keep you covered as the weather bites.

WORDS CRAIG LAWSON

SLIM FIT DAMAGED BLUE JEANS 
 RRP  $ 59.90

www.uniqlo.com.au

SLIM FIT DAMAGED JEANS DARK BLUE
 RRP  $ 59.90

www.uniqlo.com.au

LET’S GET YOU WRAPPED UP IN THE 
TRENDS OF THE SEASON!
Denim, denim, and more denim! As 
the temperature drops we instantly grab 
for a pair of trusty jeans – whether it’s 
dinner with the boys, casual Fridays 
at work or date night with the missus. 
This season think deep blues, matched 
with a mod pair of ankle boots that will 
ooze a sense of rocking street style.

Double denim, once considered so ’80s, 
is back and very on trend. Throw this 
look together with ease by teaming a 
denim shirt and jeans so you’re ready 
to roll. To wear it like a pro, try not 
to match the same colours, and opt for 
different shades of denim to stand out.
 
For style with attitude, distressed 
denim is the way to go for that instant 
rock star look. Don’t be afraid to go 
a bit wild and get out your cheese 
grater from the kitchen drawer and 
create your own dynamic designs. To 
produce a more rugged look, grate the 
thigh and shin areas on your jeans; 
let your imagination run free at your 
own discretion. Just make sure not to 
be wearing your jeans at the time of 
deconstruction!

Dark denim is always a wise option for 
the more important occasions, styled 
with a crisp, clean shirt to complete a 
look that is smart and casual.
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Knitwear is an essential clothing choice 
to battle the cold elements. A cosy knit 
jumper is the perfect grab-and-go piece, 
so make sure to find a style that fits and 
purchase several in different colours. 
Choose a tight, fitted style if wanting 
to display your hard work in the gym 
or a baggy fit for a more relaxed vibe.

CREW NECK KHAKI CASHMERE SWEATER 
 RRP  $ 149.90

www.uniqlo.com.au

Leading menswear brand Rodd & 
Gunn has delivered a winter range 
inspired by the natural beauty of New 
Zealand. The campaign was shot deep 
in the wilderness of Milford Sound and 
highlights a rugged collection of style 
for the urban guy. Their materials of 
choice provide protection against the 
elements with natural fibres and high-
tech insulation featured throughout the 
key pieces of jackets, knitwear, shirts 
and trousers.
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When it comes to the outer layers, the 
bomber jacket is a fantastic, versatile 
piece of clothing. It will also look great 
thrown over gym gear on those brisk 
mornings. For a more dressed up style, 
opt for a long coat that sits above the 
knees; this will impress when heading 
out to formal occasions.

For the feet, ankle boots are a sure 
style bet, with tan and black the most 
popular colours to add that masculine 
kick. Tan boots will lighten up a 
grungy city look by balancing it out, 
and black boots will keep it slick from 
head to toe.

Consider yourself now prepared for the 
elements of the cooler months! MMH

TRAIL BOOTS 
 RRP  $ 199.95

www.hushpuppies.com.au

JORDAN PLAID SHIRT 
 RRP  $ 189.95

www.guess.com

WOODS BOOTS 
 RRP  $ 199.95

www.hushpuppies.com.au

ADRIEL QUILTED JACKET GRAPE LEAVES MULTI 
 RRP  $ 189.95

www.guess.com
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OUTSIDE THE 
LOCKER ROOM

WORDS JAKE EDWARDS

MY FIRST TWO YEARS AS A FOOTBALLER PRESENTED THEIR 
OWN CHALLENGES, BOTH ON AND OFF THE FIELD, BUT NOTHING 
LIKE I EXPERIENCED AT THE RAW AGE OF 19 YEARS OLD. 

Growing up, AFL was in my blood. At the 
age of 17, having just finished my VCE, 
my name was called out by the Carlton 
Football Club at pick 36 of the 2005 draft. 
This very moment placed our family into 
the history books, as I became the fifth 
person in my family to play for an AFL 
club. I had finally achieved my lifelong 
dream.

By 19 years of age, I found myself sitting 
at the end of my bed crying for no reason 

at all. My emotions where consistently 
up and down and I was becoming 
increasingly frustrated. Questions would 
run over and over in my head — ‘Why are 
you feeling this?’ ‘What has happened to 
make you feel this way?’ I tried to justify 
these emotions by evaluating my life.

This strong, fit, young male was coming 
to terms with the possibility that I wasn’t 
mentally ‘tough enough’ to become a 
100-game AFL player like the four family 

members before me. But my life was great. 
I had an incredible supportive family, 
finances were never an issue, I had just 
bought a house and was living my dream 
job. But on the inside I felt empty.

BEING  DIAGNOSED  WITH 
DEPRESSION AS A TEENAGER 
SCARED THE HELL OUT OF ME. 
HOW COULD I POSSIBLY BECOME 
A PROFESSIONAL ATHLETE WHO 
HAD A MENTAL HEALTH ISSUE? 
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THIS QUESTION HAUNTED ME 
FOR THE FINAL TWO YEARS OF 
MY CAREER, WHICH ULTIMATELY 
LEAD TO MY DOWNFALL AFTER 
MY AFL CAREER WAS OVER.

Trying to cope with the fact that I would 
be perceived by my teammates as weak 
and not tough enough kept me from 
opening up about my challenges away 
from the football field. Looking back 
now, I can see just how self-sabotaging 
this period of my life truly was.

Imagine achieving your absolute dream 
job. Living that lifestyle for four years and 
dedicating yourself to becoming the very 
best you can become in that profession. 
Now, I want you to picture within 24 
hours it being ripped away from your life 
overnight. How would you cope? That 
routine and structure you have relied on 
for so long is instantly removed. Who 
do you turn to? Well, for me, I turned to 
alcohol and drug abuse.

Not only was football removed from my 
life as a profession, but I felt like a massive 
part of Jake Edwards had been taken away 
with it. Because being an athlete was all 
I knew and for me this was something I 
had failed at. That demon I was doing my 
best to harness inside had now been given 
the green light to shine, and it took a hold 
of my life.

For Jake Edwards, I was blessed that a hair 
dryer cord had snapped and given me a 
second chance at life and here I am today 
sharing my journey to help inspire others 
to seek help and get the support that is 
available around them. 

FOUR YEARS POST MY AFL CAREER, I FOUND MYSELF ON 
THE FLOOR OF MY BATHROOM ON A MONDAY MORNING ON 
THE BACK OF A FOUR-DAY DRUG AND ALCOHOL-FUELLED 
WEEKEND AFTER JUST ATTEMPTING TO TAKE MY OWN LIFE.
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Today I run an organisation called Outside The Locker Room, 
which is a welfare and education program for local sporting clubs 
across Australia. Over the past two years we have supported almost 
2000 young adults challenged by drugs, alcohol, domestic violence 
and mental health. Being able to take my personal experience and 
create a program that is saving lives today is far more fulfilling than 
any games of AFL I have experienced.

So what have I learnt? Well, during my recovery phase and working 
alongside my psychiatrist I was educated on all things mental 
health. And one thing that I learnt very early was that it is never 
about the drugs and alcohol abuse; it was always about why I felt 
like I needed to use in order to feel better about myself. Once I 
educated and understood my mental health condition I was able to 
integrate strategies into my everyday life and harness that so-called 
‘black dog’.

Don’t get me wrong. I am not free of depression. I still have my 
days. But these strategies have consistently allowed me to integrate 
my emotions into my everyday living. 

SO WHAT ARE SOME TYPICAL SYMPTOMS OF 
DEPRESSION? OR PERHAPS YOU CAN SEE IN A LOVED 
ONE OR FRIEND THAT SOMETHING JUST ISN’T RIGHT. 
HERE IS WHAT TO LOOK FOR:

• Isolation and distancing themselves from normal routine activities such 
as team sport, regular catch-ups or missing days at work
• Not answering phone calls or responding to text messages
• An increase in alcohol or drug abuse
• Shutting down emotionally from partners, friends and family

IF YOU ARE READING THIS AND FEEL THAT THE ABOVE 
RESONATES WITH YOUR OWN BEHAVIOURS OF RESENT 
TIMES, THE IMPORTANT THING IS THAT YOU BECOME 
AWARE OF WHAT IS HAPPENING. 
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Awareness is key, and the next step is to understand that those close 
to you want to help; what you need to do is open up to that one 
person you trust. Working alongside my psychiatrist literally saved 
my life. So don’t be scared of seeking professional help. 

On the other hand, there will be some of you reading this who 
can see these symptoms in someone close to you. So how do you 
approach that person and offer help?

HERE ARE MY THREE TIPS ON OFFERING SUPPORT 
TO SOMEONE YOU FEEL IS GOING THROUGH A 
TOUGH PERIOD RIGHT NOW:

You need to be selfless. This may sound obvious but it is very difficult to 
implement when supporting someone else. Not at any stage can you make 
it about you and how hard it is for you to give continued support. You are 
validating the very reason that person does not want to open up in the first 
place. Because a depressed state of mind does not want to burden others.

1.

Educate yourself. Jump online and read as much material as you can from 
integral experts. Approach the conversation with knowledge rather than being 
ignorant or naive to what that person is experiencing. 

2.
Understand your environment. This third tip is probably the most 
important.Understand what space you need to get your friend or loved one 
in and use that as an ice-breaker to make them feel more comfortable. For 
example, with every young man who I first meet and who is struggling, I 
don’t take them out for a coffee. This is just too formal and confronting for 
them. Alternatively, I get them shooting some hoops or having a kick of the 
footy, and even driving in the car is great as men find it easier to open up 
with no direct eye contact.

3.

My mission today is to not only share my journey and prevent 
people from going through what I had to endure. But, more 
importantly, to educate and give others the tools to support 
themselves and others.

I WANT TO LEAVE YOU WITH A QUOTE THAT MY 
MENTOR SAID TO ME ONE DAY: “DON’T WAIT FOR 
CHANGE. BE THE CHANGE.”

To get in touch with OTLR:
email info@outsidethelockerroom.com.au
or to find out more visit 
www.outsidethelockerroom.com.au
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WORDS MARK ROBINSON, APDD

HOW EVERYDAY 
MEN GET AND KEEP
GREAT ABS!

If you thought getting abs was only about a whole lot of hard work and sweat, then be prepared to think again!

We don’t all have the goal of being shredded every day of the 
year, regularly sacrificing treats, drinks, and weekends away with 
the boys. I am sure we have all thought about what our very best 
physique might look like, though? 

But in the next thought, the reality of what might be involved 
in such a journey kind of distracts us from setting such a goal 
for ourselves. Because — yet it’s unfortunately true — there 
are plenty of sacrifices involved in achieving your all-time peak 
condition. 

Your body will be asked to be put through workouts it’s perhaps 
never experienced before. Nutritional habits will likely require a 
complete redevelopment, beginning with the way food is thought 
of — less for tasteful enjoyment and more for its functional 
capacity. 

But I acknowledge that we are not all after that, and nor do 
I necessarily recommend that level of physical and nutritional 
dedication. It’s more important to ensure a generally healthy 
lifestyle pattern can be established that may still be somewhat in-
line with the physical goal you set for yourself and that still allows 
for social enjoyment and the achievement of your various other 
life goals — for example, work/professional, relationships, family, 
holiday, sport, and hobbies. In this article, I shall outline the best 
choices you can make when you find yourself in various typical 
everyday situations — from takeout options to servo choices to 
pub meals and alcohol choices.

Let’s begin with eating out, because I understand that preparing 
your own meals and snacks day in, day out is somewhat of a 
tedious and, in many cases, non-realistic option. We all have busy 
lives with multiple things going on, so even the concept of doing 
a weekly grocery shop may be a little foreign.

Photo: Shutterstock.com
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NANDO'S:
Choose the supremo chicken wrap and add extra chicken to 
ensure you leave full and satisfied, thus not tempted to order a 
side of chips. Recognising that it’s the protein (chicken) that will 
fill you up is important in your everyday decision-making.

GUZMAN Y GOMEZ:
Try the Mexican bowl filled with beef mince, vegetables, and 
rice or quinoa plus a little salsa and guacamole will do no harm.

GRILL’D:
The Simon Says Burger on low carb with a side of small sweet 
potato fries is a winner. You’ll get a solid piece of lean chicken 
breast, avocado, and rindless bacon on a low-carb almond meal 
bun. Again, if you are very hungry, then double the chicken for 
maximum protein.

SUBWAY
Simply choose your favourite, but have it as a wrap rather than a 
footlong. Try packing it with all the salad fillings, and eliminating 
the cheese is always a good idea, as well as swapping a creamy-
based, mayonnaise-style sauce for a clear, sweet chilli variety.

FORTUNATELY, NOWADAYS THERE ARE PLENTY OF HEALTHY ENOUGH FOOD CHOICES YOU CAN MAKE FROM A 
RESTAURANT OR TAKEOUT MENU! MY TOP CHOICES ARE:

HEALTHY RESTAURANT AND 
TAKEOUT OPTIONS

Restaurant meals can also very easily still be healthy enough to 
fit within your general health goals. Take, for example, a surf 
club or RSL club menu: choose the steak and veg or salad served 
with baked potato instead of fries, and request the sauce on the 
side. Or the grilled snapper or barramundi is always an optimal 
lean choice, and it’s also often the one that you would most likely 
prefer not to have to cook at home.
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LET’S LOOK AT WHAT WE CAN 
CHOOSE FROM A SERVO STOP

Snacks on the road can be very tricky. We all get hungry as we get 
a little bored and sleepy driving, or come afternoon tea time we 
seem to crave something sweet to push us through the last couple 
of hours of work, or maybe the hardest time is on your way home 
from work when you feel like you have earned a treat. Most of 
this really comes down to the fact that you have likely not eaten 
enough wholefoods throughout the day and now the hunger is 

catching up to you in a sweet craving kind of way or your mind 
is just playing tricks with you.

Again, I recommend aiming for the inclusion of real protein in 
every meal and snack of the day — preferably three- to four-
hourly to help satiety. Even so, let’s look at what we can choose 
from a servo stop:

PROTEIN BARS:
Go for the high protein, low carbohydrate choice — for example,  
ProteinFX by Aussie Bodies or the Musashi high protein low carb 
pick. If we are in a Coles or Woolworths, then try the Quest and 
Body Science ranges.

MUESLI BARS:
Typically, Carman’s is a safe brand for wholesome natural oats 
mixed with dried fruits and seeds. 

SUSHI:
This is often also available as a healthier alternative to pies and 
sausage rolls.

FRESH FRUIT, YOGHURT, AND NUTS:
These healthier options will also keep you going rather than being 
tempted by the chocolates and lollies.

SMART SNACKING

Photo: Shutterstock.com

DRINKS:
As far as drinks go stay away from the flavoured milks and of 
course the sugary soft drinks. The occasional sugar-free drink 
though, as in Pepsi Max or Coke Zero, is an acceptable alternative 
when you want that sweet, fizzy drink. Some ready-to-go protein 
drinks are okay as well, although you should read the nutrition 
label to make sure you choose the one low in sugar and high in 
protein. The Nutrient Water range is an excellent option and, of 
course, the flavoured Pump waters as well.
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Well, here is the deal with alcohol. Alcohol itself is a 
macronutrient, meaning it carries its own calorie count. To put 
this into perspective, the other three macronutrients are protein, 
carbohydrate, and fat. Protein contributes four calories per gram, 
carbohydrate is basically equal to that, and fats contribute nine 
calories per gram. Alcohol contributes seven calories per gram 
of alcohol.

There are typically 10 grams of alcohol in a standard drink — 
whether that be a 120ml glass of wine or a mid-strength beer or a 
shot of spirit. This equates to 70 calories coming directly from the 
alcohol alone — not much in the scheme of a typical 2000-calorie 
day, although it quickly adds up and, of course, stores as fat.

The overriding problem with alcohol is that since it is a toxin, 
our bodies struggle to break it down (metabolise it) efficiently, 
so it does not get used as energy by our working muscles. Rather, 
it stores as a stubborn fat in unwanted places — typically belly 
and lower back.

Anyway, I recommend choosing a drink that will force you to 
drink less — perhaps the one that you least enjoy, so that you 
simply consume less total alcoholic volume. Of course, ensuring 
that you are not adding additional calories from simple sugars 
such as soft drink mixers is essential to maintaining a lean 
stomach line. For example, perhaps you might swap the beer for 
a classy red wine that you will slowly sip on rather than guzzling 
back one too many cold ones. Or maybe you will try swapping 
the rum and coke for a vodka soda.

WHAT ABOUT ALCOHOL?
NUTRITION

MARK ROBINSON
Mark (Health Man Mark) is an Accredited Practising Dietitian, World Champion fitness model, and co-owner of Team 
360Health. He has degrees in nutrition and dietetics, exercise science, and psychological science. To contact Mark, email 
mark@team360health.com.au or visit www.team360health.com.au 
Make sure you catch Mark on the Healthy Living Stage on Saturday at 10:45am and Sunday at 10:15am or on stand no. 
E49 at the Fitness Show in Sydney on 29/30 April. 
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DE VELOPING A LIFEST YLE AROUND HE ALTHIER 
ALTERNATIVES IS CRUCIAL FOR PREVENTING HEALTH-
REL ATED DISEASES, MAINTAINING ENERGY LEVELS, 
AGEING WELL, PRESERVING MUSCLE AND BONE HEALTH, 
INCREASING SELF ESTEEM BY FEELING GOOD ABOUT YOUR 
BODY, AND FITTING INTO THE CLOTHES YOU WANT TO BE 
WEARING. I HOPE THIS ARTICLE HAS PROVIDED YOU WITH 
SOME USEFUL AND REALISTIC TIPS TO HELP YOU ACHIEVE 
YOUR PHYSICAL GOALS WHILE STILL ENJOYING LIFE ALONG 
THE WAY. MMH



BALANCING ACT

 IMAGES DALLAS OLSEN

More than a million people log in to hear, see, 
and be inspired by fitness coach and newly 
crowned Bodybuilding.com spokesmodel 
Nick Cheadle. Here he shares his insights on 
fitness, the science of training, the importance 
of nutrition, finding what works for you, and 
being real.

FEELING AS IF I NEVER 
REALLY FITTED IN PROBABLY 
CAME DOWN TO ME NOT 
LOVING MYSELF AND NOT BEING 
CONFIDENT IN WHO I WAS.
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NICK, CAN YOU START OFF BY 
TELLING US WHAT YOU’VE 
BEEN UP TO SINCE YOU WERE 
LAST ON THE COVER (IN LATE 
2015)?
Sure! I’ve continued to 
grow and expand both my 
business and brand — Nick 
Cheadle Fitness was fortunate 
enough to be crowned 
t he  Bodybu i ld ing.com 
spokesmodel after winning the 
2017 search, and I have most 
recently joined the Gymshark 
family as a sponsored athlete.

H O W  H A S  Y O U R 
TRAINING CHANGED AND 
PROGRESSED? 
My training has always 
revolved around a strength 
and hypertrophy mix, with 
a heavy focus on frequency-
based training protocols, 
but more specifically I’m 
currently preparing for my 
first ever powerlifting meet in 
a few weeks’ time! My training 
volume is down, intensity is 
up, and the majority of my 
training sessions currently 
revolve around squats, bench 
presses, and deadlifts at 
relatively heavy loads. Due to 
the intensity of my training 
sessions, I’m only training 
four days per week to ensure 
my body has enough time to 
recover and prepare itself for 
further heavy lifting.

WHAT HAS CONTINUED 
T O  M O T I VAT E  Y O U 
T H R O U G H O U T  Y O U R 
TRAINING, AND WHY?
I’ve always had a desire to 
get and be better. While my 
goals originally focused on 
looking better, along the way 
I found a love for overcoming 
challenges, lifting heavy 
things, and becoming a better 
version of myself than I was 
yesterday. Added to that, 
having more than 1.5 million 

people essentially following my 
journey and looking to me for 
education and inspiration is a 
pretty powerful thing in itself.

WHAT IS THE NUMBER ONE 
LESSON YOU HAVE LEARNT 
ABOUT HEALTH AND FITNESS 
THROUGH YOUR TRAINING?
If what you’re doing isn’t 
sustainable, be that training, 
nutrition or anything else 
in life, then it isn’t going to 
last. If you can’t see yourself 
doing what you’re doing now 
in several years’ time, it’s best 
to think about changing your 
approach so that you can stick 
to it for a long period of time, 
because that’s how you see true 
long-term progress.

HOW HAS YOUR NUTRITION 
CHANGED OR PROGRESSED?
With strength being my 
main goal at present, my 
nutrition has been structured 
accordingly — I’m eating at a 
slight calorie surplus to ensure 
I have enough energy to train 
with intensity and recover 
properly, without sacrificing 
strength or muscle mass. 
Current macros are 220g of 
protein, 75-85g of fat, and 
450g of carbs.

The most important thing 
to understand about my 
diet is that each day I am 
getting more or less exactly 
the same nutrition as far as 
macronutrients are concerned. 
I aim to eat two to four serves 
of fruit/vegetables and roughly 
20-40g of fibre per day while 
enjoying my diet and fuelling 
my performance as much or 
best as possible.

WHAT ARE SOME FEARS YOU 
HAVE THAT YOU’RE WORKING 
TOWARD COMBATTING?
Compared to some, I think 
I’ve been fairly fortunate to 
live a somewhat blessed life. 
I’m not entirely convinced that 
my original intentions behind 
wanting to look better with 
my shirt off were altogether 
positive, but I think I’ve 
managed to turn them into a 
more positive outlook. When I 
was younger, I feared rejection 
and never felt as if I really 
belonged — whether that be 
in the cool group of kids, in 
the gym lifting weights, or 
playing any sport. Feeling as if 
I never really fitted in probably 
came down to me not loving 
myself and not being confident 
in who I was and what I could 
offer. I never really felt good 
enough in most situations, and 
I think finding training and 
the control I was able to have 
over it gave me the opportunity 
to feel better about myself, 
become more confident in who 
I was, and ultimately allow me 
to help the people I do today.

WHAT’S THE SECRET FOR 
STAYING IN SHAPE LONG-
TERM?
Calorie control. End of story. 
If you aren’t able to control 
and regulate the calories, and 
ideally macronutrients, you’re 
feeding your body, it’s going to 
be very difficult to make any 
controlled changes to your 
physique.

Y O U ’ V E  I N S P I R E D 
THOUSANDS OF PEOPLE; 
HOW DOES THAT FEEL?
Unbe l i e v a b ly  su r r e a l . 
Humbling. But very cool. 
Social media is a sensationally 
powerful tool, and I feel very 
fortunate to be able to do my 
best to help so many.

HOW DO YOU DO IT? ANY 
SECRETS YOU CAN LET US 
IN ON?
Honestly, I’m not sure! But 
I started my social media 
accounts with the intention 
of helping people avoid the 
frustration that I went through 
when I first began. I remember 
hitting every roadblock under 
the sun and struggling to see 
the sort of progress that I felt I 
deserved. I’ve experienced the 
pain and heartache firsthand 
of how debilitating that can be, 
so if I can help just one person 
avoid or overcome that, I’m all 
for it.

WHAT HAS BEEN THE MOST 
REWARDING ASPECT OF 
YOUR CAREER, AND WHY?
Having the opportunity to 
help as many people as I 
do is reward in itself. Being 
recognised by some of the 
biggest brands in the industry 
as something of a leader is also 
pretty special.

WHAT WOULD YOU LIKE TO 
SEE CHANGE IN THE HEALTH 
AND FITNESS INDUSTRY?
I’d love to see a more 
widespread understanding 
of the scientific approach 
to bodybuilding, training, 
nutrition, and competing. 
I think the industry is still 
somewhat plagued by the old-
school bodybuilding mantras 
and the idea that if you aren’t 
suffering and if you aren’t 
taking the most hardcore 
and restricted approach, then 

         IF YOU CAN’T SEE YOURSELF DO WHAT YOU’RE 
DOING NOW IN SEVERAL YEARS’ TIME, IT’S BEST TO 
THINK ABOUT CHANGING YOUR APPROACH.
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you aren’t deserving of your 
goals. There needs to be more 
understanding of balance, 
sustainability, and the notion 
that you can diet and train 
with personal preference and 
practicality in mind without 
having to sacrifice your results 
or progress.

HOW HAVE YOU BUILT YOUR 
LARGE ONLINE AUDIENCE? 
WHAT ARE YOU DOING THAT 
THEY’RE LOVING?
For me, it’s always been about 
content and, lately, about being 
real. Being relatable. Anybody 

can post a bunch of topless 
selfies, but I try and ensure 
that with everything I post, 
I’m adding value in one way 
or another. I want to give my 
followers a reason to follow me, 
rather than simply rely on the 
way that I look.

WHAT WOULD A PERFECT 
SUNDAY INVOLVE FOR YOU?
A sleep-in, breakfast date of 
poached eggs and avocado 
on toast with my girlfriend, 
a movie marathon with her, 
followed by a brutal squat 
workout, and a burger or 
two (if I can fit them into my 
macros, of course!).
WHAT’S YOUR ADVICE FOR 
OTHER GUYS LOOKING TO 
GET IN GREAT SHAPE?
Understand the importance 
of nutrition. The importance 
of calories and the different 
roles that each macronutrient 
plays. Commit to the process 
of understanding nutrition, too 
— don’t slave away in the gym 
for one to two hours a day only 
to forego the five or 10 minutes 
on top of that it can take to 
ensure you’re eating everything 
in the right quantity for what 
you’re trying to achieve.
WHAT’S NEXT FOR NICK 
CHEADLE? WHAT ARE YOU 
WORKING TOWARD?
2017 is the year of 
sustainability for me. I want 
to make some changes in my 
business to ensure that I’m 
thinking about the long-term 
and, in doing so, also helping 
as many people as possible 
along the way. Sometime 
later this year I plan to launch 
my brand-new membership 
website, with exclusive content, 
webinars, video tutorials, 
education-based modules, and 
much more. MMH
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What is your favourite food to indulge in and how often do you treat yourself?
Burgers or pizza! The former typically happens at least once per week, but anywhere up to three depending on my goals 
at the time and how many calories I have to play with.

What is your favourite non-cheat food?
As above, I don’t really consider any foods to be off limits provided they fit my macronutrient requirements, but I do love 
my yoghurt and granola most mornings.

What are the staples in your fridge?
Workout Meals’ pre-packaged meals that fit my macros perfectly, pumpkin, cauliflower and broccoli, no-fat greek yoghurt, 
chocolate and ice-cream.

What is your favourite body part to train, and why?
Legs, without a doubt. They used to be my weakness, but now they’re my strength.

What is your least favourite body part to train, and why?
Arms — I feel as if any time I spend training arms could be spent training other, bigger muscle groups. Basically, training 
my arms makes me feel as if I could be doing something more productive involving more than one small muscle group.

Do you prefer cardio or weights, and why?
Is that even a question? [he asks tongue in cheek] Weights, without a doubt. I simply use cardio as a tool to assist with 
sending me into or further into a calorie deficit during an active fat-loss phase. While my goals are currently strength-
focused, the only cardio I’m doing is sets of more than five reps!

SIX QUICK QUESTIONS WITH NICK
1.

2.

3.

4.
5.

6.

TRAIN LIKE NICK
Monday: Heavy low-bar squat, close-grip bench, block pulls, 
plus abs
Tuesday: High-bar squat, moderate bench press, chest and back 
accessory work
Wednesday: Off
Thursday: Moderate squat, heavy bench, heavy deadlift
Friday: High-bar squat, incline bench press, posterior chain 
accessory work
Saturday: Off
Sunday: Off

EAT LIKE NICK
Breakfast: Typically it will be granola and yoghurt, oats and 
yoghurt, or cereal and a protein shake
Lunch: This is where I usually consume the majority of my 
lean meats, starchy carbs, and vegetables — for instance, 
chicken breast, brown rice, pumpkin, light cheese, broccoli, 
and barbecue sauce.
Dinner: It could be something similar to lunch or a burger and 
chips, pizza, or sushi.
Dessert: Almost always ice cream or frozen yoghurt.

// CONNECT WITH NICK
WEBSITE: www.nickcheadlefitness.com
FACEBOOK: @nickcheadlefitness
INSTAGRAM: @nickcheadlefitness
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I t might not look 
like much, but 
this workout 
will have your 
pins pining for 

the days before you got 
serious about training 
legs. Make sure you 
lower the weight, or 
yourself, slowly and 
then explode on the 
way back up. Include 
this routine in your 
program once a week 
for six weeks, and you 
should add size and 
strength to your stems 
in no time. 

EXERCISE* SETS REPS
Back squat 7 3

Sumo deadlift 7 4

Barbell lunges 6 4

* Warm up with 12-15 reps with a light weight for each exercise. Rest for one to three minutes 
between each set. 

Back squat 
SET-UP: Stand with the 
bar across your upper back 
and your feet just beyond 
shoulder-width, toes 
pointed out slightly. Keep 
your chest and back flat, 
eyes focused forward. 
ACTION: With your abs 
tight, bend your knees 
and hips as if sitting in 
a chair until your thighs 
are parallel with the floor. 
Reverse the motion by 
driving through your 
heels and pressing your 
hips forward to return to 
the start position. 

TIP: If the bar is 
uncomfortable, try 
lowering the bar a bit 
on the back. Lowing 
the bar 2-3cm brings 
more of your hips into 
the action and helps 
you lift more weight.  

POWER
MOVESNICK’S
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TIP: While expert lifters 
might go a little wider, 
general gym-goers will need 
a more moderate stance. 
Find a position where you 
can still get your knees out 
to your ankles in the squat 
position. 

Sumo deadlift 
SET-UP: Position your feet under the bar 
with a wide stance, toes turned out at 
an angle. Squat down and take hold of 
the bar with a shoulder-width grip. Look 
straight ahead with your chest up and 
arms and back straight. 
ACTION: Driving through the feet, pull 
the bar up, keeping it close to your shins 
as you do so. Once the bar passes the 
knees, extend the hips and knees until 
you are standing in an upright position. 
Reverse the movement to lower the bar, 
ensuring not to round the shoulders or 
back on the way down. 

TIP: Do all your reps on the same 
leg before alternating your stance. 
Once you’re set in a safe position, 
you’re better off completing your 
reps at that angle.

 Barbell lunges
SET-UP: Start with the bar 
across your upper back. Take 
a giant step forward with one 
foot while moving one foot back 
slightly. You’ll remain in that 
position for all reps on each leg.

ACTION: Bend both knees to lower yourself, making 
sure your front knee doesn’t go beyond your toes. 
Stop just short of your rear knee touching the floor 
and reverse direction, driving through the heel of 
your forward foot to return to starting position. 
Once you complete all reps with that leg forward, 
switch legs and repeat on the other side. 
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DEVELOPING AN 
ATHLETE’S MINDSET

WORDS JACOB GALEA
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RESEARCHERS HAVE PROVEN THAT SEPARATING 
A CONTENDER FROM A PRETENDER HAS AS MUCH 
TO DO WITH BRAINS AS BRAWN. 

Inside every athlete, and every single one of us, is a brain 
that is the control centre for all the body’s functions — 
from movement to breathing and keeping your heart 
beating as well as controlling our emotions, how we 
behave and all our cognitive activities.  Our brain guides 
everything we do, and thanks to this astonishing 
organ, we are creatures of extraordinary 
abilities. Although we all have this 
powerful machine between our 
ears, growing up, no one really 
teaches us how to unlock the 
true magic of this machine and 
its amazing capabilities.

As a soccer fan, I marvel at Cristiano 
Ronaldo’s ability to gracefully execute some of 
the most challenging goals I’ve ever seen. Other sports 
have their greats: Muhammad Ali in the boxing ring, 
Ian Thorpe in the pool and Michael Schumacher on 
the racetrack. These are just a few of the athletes who 
continually astounded us with their agility and uncanny 
power and strength. We know of many athletes for their 
physical achievements in the sporting arena but have we 
ever stopped to wonder what goes on in their minds? 
What is that magical formula that gives them that 
competitive edge? What sets them apart from the rest of 
us and propels them to be the best of the best and at the 
top of their game?

WELCOME TO THE MOST POWERFUL 
CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE SYSTEM 
ON THE PLANET: THE HUMAN MIND. 

Inside your Central Intelligence Agency is a powerful 
blueprint and roadmap of your past, present, and future. 
As you wake up each morning your thoughts, words, and 
actions activate this blueprint as you move in synergy 

with your belief system. However, the problem is that 
your belief system has outdated software, and now is the 
time to upgrade. Upgrading your inner software requires 
a clear vision of what you want to achieve; as an athlete 
your results depend on your thoughts, your energy, your 

faith, and how you bring these worlds into one.

But before we can modify or 
enhance the way our mind 

processes information in the 
athletic arena, we have to 

determine what exactly is 
going on up there. The human 

brain is a complex relationship 
between thought and action, our 

mind and mechanics of our body. 
The significance of that relationship 

increases in synergy with the level of 
competition we undertake. Obviously, we 

can’t all be Olympic athletes; however, by 
training and conditioning our brains properly we all have 
the ability to achieve amazing things beyond what most 
people imagine — both on and off the sports field.

Researchers have proven that separating a contender 
from a pretender has as much to do with brains as brawn. 
Elite athletes are realising that there is more to gaining a 
competitive edge than meets the eye and are learning to 
harness the strength of their mind to power their body. 
While it’s true that good genes and plenty of practice are 
a big part of the equation, getting ahead starts inside of 
our heads, and honing the athletic brain is the key to 
unlocking elite-level performance. If physical training 
conditions the body, cognitive training rewires the mind. 
Meaning, if we’re going to upgrade our brain blueprint, 
we need to rethink how we think about mental training 
and how to use the mind to increase performance.
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Over the past few decades, scientists have 
researched the minds of athletes and have provided 
much evidence that proves that achieving a high 
level of success on the sports field requires as 
much psychological strength as physical. They 
have found that the brain of an elite athlete is not 
only fine-tuned to the demands of their particular 
sport but also carries a certain mental strength and 
advantage when it comes to situations beyond the 
athletic arena. For a long time, scientists focused on 
studying athletes only in the physical context of their 
particular sport. However, more recently research 
has proven that mental endurance, visualisations 
and mind strength training techniques can unlock 
an athlete’s physical and technical ability as well as 
vastly improve sports performance.

ATHLETES WHO PARTICIPATE IN 
MENTAL STRENGTH COACHING OFTEN 
REPORT RAPID IMPROVEMENTS, NOT 
ONLY IN PERFORMANCE BUT IN OVERALL 
MENTAL ATTITUDE AND THE ABILITY TO 
DEAL WITH CHANGING SITUATIONS.

Sports coaches are now recognising the importance 
of psychology in sports and are turning to mind 
coaches such as myself to work cohesively in 
developing psychological training and mind-
support regimens for their athletes. 

Cultivating brain efficiency is less about the 
traditional practice of repetition of physical skills 
and more about unlocking mind skills that allow 
an athlete to perform at their full potential. This 
is what enables a skilled soccer player to have the 
ability to dribble a ball around a series of cones 
without looking at their feet. By devoting less time 
and energy to the execution of basic movements, 
elite athletes are able to focus on the minute details 
of each situation as their minds have been optimised 
for split-second decision-making in real time.

So whether you are an elite athlete looking to 
harness the power of your mind in order to fine-
tune your skills or a beginner wanting to get in 
on the ground up, here are some tips on what is 
required to activate the magic of your brain’s 
unlimited power.
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Get a mentor: I cannot stress 
this enough!  The role of a 
mentor goes beyond that of a 

sports coach. A mentor will take an interest 
in the personal development of an athlete 
and assist them in understanding and 
overcoming the challenges and demands 
faced by aspiring athletes. A mentor 
takes a holistic approach to things such 
as achieving life balance, believing in 
yourself, and developing resilience.

Learn to visualise: Creative 
visualisation is a mental 
technique that utilises the 

imagination to make dreams and goals 
come true. The mind cannot distinguish 
between what is real or what is imagined. 
The subconscious mind accepts the 
thoughts that you repeat constantly. An 
athlete thinks and visualises winning 
during training. They sacrifice diet, time, 
social activities, work commitments, and 
have laser focus on achieving their goal — 
they have tunnel vision. This tunnel vision 
leaves no room for error; if you consistently 
visualise winning, you eventually have to 
win — the mind knows no differently.

1. Create a vision board: A 
vision board is not simply a 
craft project where you stick 

pictures of your ideal life on to a sheet of 
cardboard (although it is fun to reconnect 
with your inner child and get creative!). 
It provides you with a visual reminder, 
an incentive of the goals and visions you 
are working towards on a daily basis. A 
vision board is also a great tool to aid 
with visualisation (point 1), especially for 
those of us who are not yet disciplined in 
holding a mental picture of what we are 
working towards. It gives us something to 
see and physically touch on a daily basis, 
a reminder of what all our hard work and 
dedication are moving us towards.

Monitor your thoughts and 
use positive words: Positive 
thoughts and words drive 

the motivational centres of the brain 
into action and build confidence and 
resilience. Over time the thoughts and 
the words you consistently tell yourself 
will embed within your subconscious 
and affect the way in which you perceive 
reality. Put simply, the words we use in 
our speech and our thoughts are actually 
powerful influences on our moods and 
performance. 

NEGATIVE THOUGHTS AND 
SELF-TALK WILL ONLY HINDER 
PERFORMANCE AND HOLD US 
BACK FROM REALISING OUR 
POTENTIAL.
 
It doesn’t all have to be rosy — words 
such as determination, grit, discipline, 
and animal instinct all have a positive 
connotation while still maintaining the 
integrity of the task ahead.

Feed your body and mind 
nutrients, not rubbish! 
Just like good nutrition and 

hydration are paramount to a healthy 
body, what you feed your mind is equally 
important. One thing I constantly tell my 
clients is: read, read, read! There are so 
many benefits of reading that go beyond 
just acquiring knowledge. Reading aids in 
stress reduction, memory improvement, 
enhances analytical thinking skills, 
improves focus and concentration, and 
provides tranquility and time out from a 
busy training schedule. 

2.

4.

3.

5.
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Think big and train harder 
than your opposition: No 
matter where you are in your 

athletic journey, think big! Do your 
daily visualisation, take the time to study 
your vision board and picture yourself as 
the winner that you are! Research your 
opposition and train harder and smarter. 
Out-train, out-think, out-sleep, out-
practise, and win!

6.

JACOB GALEA 
Jacob is a peak performance and Psychology of Success coach who has helped thousands of people and businesses all over the 
world to become limitless and live with purpose. His journey has taken him from factory worker to international speaker, 
corporate coach and author. Jacob’s clients include ASX Top 100 CEOs, athletes, celebrities and international business people. 

Have confidence and smile! 
No goal is achieved with a 
low self-esteem or a negative 

attitude. Believe in yourself and your 
journey and smile along the way. Be 
kind to yourself, look in the mirror each 
morning with confidence and engage in a 
positive and uplifting conversation with 
yourself. One of the quickest ways to 
create a habit of confidence and positivity 
is to list all the things you are grateful 
for in your life. Whether you write these 
down in a journal (something I also 
recommend!) or say them to yourself 
each morning, practicing gratitude assists 
in keeping your life’s blessings in the 
forefront of your mind. MMH

7.“HAVE CONFIDENCE AND 
SMILE! NO GOAL IS ACHIEVED 
WITH A LOW SELF-ESTEEM OR 
A NEGATIVE ATTITUDE.”
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“YOUR BODY IS A 
REFLECTION OF

YOUR LIFESTYLE”
IMAGE DALLAS OLSEN



STATS
NAME: Alex Munsch
AGE: 22
HOMETOWN: Hays, Kansas, USA
OCCUPATION: CEO at Munsch Fitness

MONSTER MUNSCH
IMAGES NOEL DAGANTA

Describe your life before you 
started training.

I started training when I was 
14 years old. Before I started 
training my life revolved around 
sports and working for my dad.

How different do you feel now 
compared to then?

Now that I train daily my life 
is much more complete. I have 
a grip on my workouts now. I 
use my workouts to relieve my 
stress and my workouts are my 

time to focus on myself. I can 
put my headphones in and get 
away from my work.

WAS THERE A PIVOTAL 
MOMENT THAT MOTIVATED 
YOU TO START TRAINING? IF 
SO, WHAT WAS IT?
BEING THE TALL, SKINNY 
KID WAS ALWAYS MY DRIVE. 
I WAS SICK OF PEOPLE 
SAYING, ‘WOW, YOU’RE 
TALL’, WHEN I WANTED TO 
HEAR, ‘WOW, YOU’RE HUGE’.
Do you remember your 
first training session? How 
different is your training 
today?

My first time was a mess; I 
had absolutely no control or 
structure. Basically, moving 
weight was my main objective 
out of the gate. I changed the 
way I trained over time in 
order to squeeze and control 
the weight as well. The other 
main difference was being able 
to connect with my mind and 
activate muscle each and every 
time I train. It really does make 
a massive difference in your 
physique.
What has been the most 
rewarding aspect of training 
for you? Why?

Seeing the impact you make on 
others. Being a positive impact 
on someone else in the gym can 
change a life. Someone could be 
having a bad day and a simple 
smile might go a lot further 
than you know.

WHAT HAS CONTINUED 
T O  M O T I V A T E  Y O U 
T H R O U G H O U T  Y O U R 
TRAINING? WHY?
HAVING AN IMPACT ON 
PEOPLE WHO SURROUND 

ME IS MOTIVATING TO ME. 
KNOWING THAT I HAVE A 
FOLLOWING WHO LOOK UP 
TO ME PUSHES ME TO WORK 
HARDER DAY BY DAY.  
What are your qualifications; 
why did you set out to achieve 
these?

I’m the CEO at Munsch 
Fitness. My dream is to help as 
many people realise their full 
potential as possible. And with 
so much already accomplished 
there is no doubt I will be 
doing this, not only for years, 
but for decades to come.
What is the number one 
lesson you have learnt about 
health and fitness through 
your training?

Everyone is different and it 
takes a while to realise that. 
Something that works for you 
may not work for others, so 
figuring out what works best 
for you is a long process and 
you must be patient.
What do you wish you had 
known when you were 16?

I wish I’d known more about 
correct nutrition and diet 
planning. Nutrition is the 
number one key in fitness. If 
your diet is off it will show and 
make it much harder to reach 
individual goals.
Do you have a quote that you 
live by? If so, why this one?

“Never setttle.” This is a 
powerful statement revolving 
around anything in life. 
The moment you settle 
you are trapped, limiting 
your potential. Remaining 
unsatisfied is what keeps me 
motivated every day to push 
past mental barriers.

MMH CAUGHT UP WITH ALEX MUNSCH TO DISCUSS HOW HE KEEPS 
FIT AND KEEPS HIS TRAINING ON TRACK YEAR AFTER YEAR.
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ALEX’S DIET
Meal 1: Blend 1 cup egg whites, 1 cup oats, and 2 scoops of protein
Meal 2: 225g lean burger and 1 cup chopped red potato
Meal 3: 225g turkey split into two sandwiches on Ezekiel bread with mozzarella cheese
Meal 4: Protein pancakes (6 eggs, half a cup of oats, and protein)
Meal 5: 2 cans of tuna in water
Meal 6: 1 cup whole cottage cheese and 1 scoop protein shake before bed

ALEX’S TRAINING WEEK
Day 1: CHEST & TRICEPS 
Incline bench press: 4 sets of 6-8 reps; reverse-grip bench press: 3 
sets of 10 reps; dumbbell bench press: 3 sets of 10 reps; wide-grip 
weighted dips: 4 sets of 6-8 reps; incline dumbbell flyes: 3 sets of 
10 reps; high cable crossovers: 3 sets of 12 reps; explosive push-
ups: 3 sets to failure; skull crushers: 4 sets of 6-8 reps; cable rope 
pushdowns: 3 sets of 10 reps; half flat-bar pushdowns: 3 sets of 10 
reps; one-arm dumbbell extensions: 3 sets of 10 reps
Day 2: BACK & BICEPS 
Deadlift: 3 sets of 10 reps; seated rowing machine: 3 sets of 10 reps; 
wide-grip pull-ups: 4 sets of 10 reps; V-bar lat pulldowns: 4 sets of 
10 reps; dumbbell pullovers: 3 sets of 15 reps straight-bar biceps 
curls: 4 sets of 6-8 reps one-arm dumbbell curls: 3 sets of 10 reps; 
negative rep dumbbell curls: 3 sets of 5 reps; concentration curls: 
3 sets of 12 reps
Day 3: CARDIO HITT TRAINING
Day 4: LEGS
Squats: 4 sets of 10 reps; lunges: 4 sets of 20 reps; high box jumps: 
3 sets of 10 reps; leg extensions: 3 sets of 10 reps; leg curls: 3 sets of 
10 reps; calf raise machine: 6 sets of 20 reps; explosive jump squats: 
3 sets of 10 reps
Day 5: SHOULDERS 
Barbell clean and press: 3 sets of 10 reps; Arnold press: 3 sets of 
10 reps; wall push-ups: 3 sets to failure; cable lateral raises: 3 sets 
of 10 reps; dumbbell front raises: 3 sets of 10 reps; reverse pec dec 
machine: 3 sets of 10 reps
Day 6: VARIED
I usually work on whatever muscle group I feel is lacking 

WHAT WAS YOUR REASON 
FOR TAKING HEALTH AND 
FITNESS TO THE LEVEL 
YOU HAVE? WHY IS IT SO 
IMPORTANT TO YOU?
P ER S ON A L LY  I  L O V E 
SEEING RESULT S AND 
WHAT MY BODY CAN 
ACHIEVE. IT’S IMPORTANT 
TO BE THE BEST YOU AND 
FOCUS ON SET TING A 
STANDARD FOR OTHERS 
TO FOLLOW BY LEADING 
AS A GOOD EXAMPLE.
What advice would you give 
to men wanting to get into 
the best shape of their life — 
your field of specialisation?

Be patient, and be different. 
Men in the industry are very 
much alike so my advice 
would be to take a different 
approach and figure out a 
way to set yourself apart. 
Most importantly, take your 
time and be yourself; nothing 
happens overnight.
What is the most important 
thing men need to 
remember when training? 
Why?

Leave your ego at the door. 
Far too often men try to bite 
off more than they can chew 
in the weight room. Whether 
they are trying to impress a 
girl or friends — guys, you 
are there for you, to be the 
best you, so lift for you. Drop 
the weight, drop the pride, 
put your headphones in and 
get after it!
We all have days where 
motivation is low; how do 
you overcome these? Have 
you always been able to do 
this?

This happens often to 
experienced athletes and 
that’s okay. For myself, I like 
to get on YouTube and watch 
bodybuilding motivation 
videos. Stra ight a f ter 

watching a couple of these 
videos, you’ll usually find 
me running to the gym!
Do you enjoy training 
alone or with a partner? 
Why?

I have to be honest and say 
I prefer to train alone. My 
headphones go in and the 
world goes out. I find myself 
chatting to much with most 
partners resulting in lost 
pumps and lost gains. The 
cardio benefits I get from 
lifting alone forcing shorter 
rest periods between sets is 
nice as well.

WHAT WOULD YOU LIKE 
TO SEE CHANGE IN THE 
HEALTH AND FITNESS 
INDUSTRY?
I WOULD LOVE TO JUST 
SEE IT TO CONTINUALLY 
G R O W,  A N D  K E E P 
CHANGING LIVES. SEEING 
PEOPLE WANT TO BE THE 
BEST THEY CAN BE IS 
VERY PROMISING TO THE 
HEALTH OF OUR COUNTRY 
AND ITS FUTURE.
What is your career 
highlight and why?

Recently opening a gym 
(Munsch Fitness) in my 
hometown for sure. The 
impact that my partners 
and I have made on lives in 
the community is priceless 
and has opened up endless 
opportunities for me. MMH
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TOUGH 
GET 
TOUGHER
Formula 1 drivers are elite athletes, but few know 
just how hard they train for Grand Prix glory. 
Stewart Bell talks race preparation and why this 
year will be even tougher.

IT GOES WITHOUT SAYING THAT 
MOST ATHLETES ARE SUPREMELY 
FIT, WITH OLYMPIANS THE ULTIMATE 
EXAMPLE. MUSCLES ON MUSCLES, 
CONDITIONED AND PRIMED FOR 
EXECUTION – WITH EXPLOSIVE 
POWER AND ENDURANCE EXPENDED 
AT WILL.

But on par with Games competitors 
are Formula 1 drivers, the super-
fit racers under extreme pressure 
racing wheel-to-wheel at more than 
320km/h. Their hand-made F1 cars 
are prototypes, updated throughout 
the season, with more than 950bhp 
underfoot – capable of zero to 
100km/h in less than three seconds.

To handle that kind of beast, you 
need supreme strength. Not just for 
the violent forces in the car, with up 
to 5G experienced in corners and 
under braking, using up to 150 bar of 
pressure (one powerful left leg stamp) 
to brake. 

WORDS STEWART BELL
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But what marks out the potential world 
champions from the rest of the pack are 
those who still have enough energy left 
over, after all that, to analyse, strategise 
and race others at the limit.

And if that wasn’t enough – this year 
should certainly sort out the men from 
the boys, with 2017-spec cars expected to 
be far more physical to drive.

It’s all part of a new technical package 
aimed at putting the challenge back on to 
the drivers, the new cars likely to be up to 
six seconds a lap quicker.

For the Grand Prix grid, that means more 
hours in the gym than ever – building the 
strength back into their cores.

“YOU WOULD CERTAINLY UP THE 
WORKLOAD, OR THE LOADS YOU’RE 
PUSHING THEM THROUGH BECAUSE 
THAT’S PRETTY MUCH WHAT’S GOING 
TO HAPPEN OVER A RACE PERIOD,”

says top race driver physio Phil Young of 
GP Human Performance, who’s trained 
a raft of winners such as 2009 World 
Champion Jenson Button, Australian 
Mark Webber and many more.

“So [for] extra strength, they’ll be lifting 
heavier weights, [with] less repetitions – 
and certainly on the neck.

“The things that we do with the neck, I 
use a machine that you actually sit in and 
the helmet’s connected to the weights. 
So we would be looking at increasing the 
weights according to what they would be 
expecting in a race over an hour and a 
half, or up to two hours sometimes, for 
this year.”

Neck strength may not seem important, 
but it’s absolutely crucial for drivers to 
withstand extra g-forces generated from 
higher average speeds. In the old V10 
engine days, F1 rookies could only do a 
number of laps before their necks went – 
the driver resting his head against the side 
of the cockpit a telltale sign. 

“WE DO A LOT OF NECK TRAINING 
NOW BUT, HONESTLY, I THINK WE’RE 
GOING TO HAVE TO DOUBLE THAT,” 
SAYS RED BULL RACING’S DANIEL 
RICCIARDO. “WE ARE ALL GOING TO 
LOOK LIKE RUGBY FRONT-ROWERS 
OR SOMETHING!”

It’s a point echoed by physio Phil Young, 
despite the limitations of what can be 
achieved outside of the car.

“IT WILL BE VERY IMPORTANT, BUT 
THERE’S ONLY A CERTAIN AMOUNT 
YOU CAN DO IN THE GYM, THAT’S FOR 
SURE,” HE SAYS.

“And Ricciardo is right; you are replacing 
the muscles probably with two steel girders 
in your neck [laughs].

“But that comes with driving the car as 
well. You can prepare yourself up to a 
certain degree, but there’s nothing better 
than being in that car.” 

After two pre-season tests in Barcelona, 
where the teams and drivers finally get 
to grips with the new machinery, the 
season officially kicked off in Melbourne 
on March 26 – for the first of a 20-stop 
global calendar.

The biggest challenge of the year, though, 
will come 13 rounds later – when the grid 
touches down in the heat and humidity 
of Singapore.
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As an event, it’s simply ‘next level’ as F1’s 
original night race – the cars glittering 
under lights as they rocket throughout 
the Marina Bay Street Circuit, against the 
backdrop of one of the world’s great cities.

“I think that Singapore is probably the 
most important race on the championship 
now, for the brand of F1, as well as for 
the business side of it,” says Sky Sports 
F1 commentator Martin Brundle, an ex-
driver of 158 Grand Prix starts.

“THE PLACE JUST LOOKS INCREDIBLE 
DURING THE RACE, WITH THE NIGHT 
RACE ASPECT [AND] THE SKYLINE. 
JUST EVERYTHING ABOUT IT WORKS. 
I THINK THE TRACK’S CHALLENGING. 
IT’S THE ONE RACE WHERE THE 
DRIVERS LOOK BATTERED WHEN 
THEY GET OUT OF THE CARS.”

For the fans, the event is an intoxicating 
mix of F1 and top international artists 
(last year it was headlined by our own pop 
princess Kylie Minogue, rock icons Queen 
+ Adam Lambert as well as US sensations 
Imagine Dragons) – along with a host 
of race-themed activities, cool bars and 
hawker-style eateries.

And while the tropical weather is perfect 
for a cold drink trackside with friends, 
for the drivers it’s a different challenge 
altogether, with cockpit temps reaching 
55 degrees Celsius at racing speeds, and a 
five kilometre lap featuring 23 corners and 
few places to rest between the concrete 
barriers.

“In my opinion, Singapore is the most 
physical challenge of the year for a driver,” 
Ricciardo says of the event holding its 
10th edition in 2017.

“A street circuit already requires a high 
level of concentration – and doing that 
with the humidity of Singapore is fun but 
challenging.

“It’s the one race of the year where you 
can’t open your visor to get cool air, and 
it’s actually worse because all the humidity 
and heat of the car just stays inside the 
streets as it doesn’t have anywhere to go.”

To prepare for the streets of Singapore 
(which most people associate with some 
of the greatest cuisine on the planet), the 
drivers have to push themselves to the 
limit in the gym in the weeks before – 
and undergo specific heat training once 
they land.

“If we can make the sessions that we do 
in the gym as hard or much harder than 
[anything] they’ve ever experienced in the 
car, then when they actually get into the 
car, it’ll actually feel easy,” Young says.

“A lot of our focus is high-intensity 
interval training – which will involve 
periods of heavy weight repetitions with 
very short recoveries. 

“There’s a system called Tabata, which 
is a system where you do 20 seconds of 
effort followed by 10 seconds of rest and 
you do that eight times. That is a good 
form of high-intensity interval training 
that simulates what happens in the car.”

Of course, up the challenge of racing the 
car – and you up the challenge of racing in 
Singapore. But Young says that shift may 
favour F1’s older drivers.
“That won’t be for everybody, but 
certainly from my experience that’s what 
has seemed to happen,” he says.

“The drivers who have been there a few 
more years tend to be more conditioned, 
because they’ve had more years of 
conditioning.

“BUT, OBVIOUSLY, THE YOUNGER 
ONES COMING UP, THEY’VE GOT 
YOUTH ON THEIR SIDE. SO THERE’S 
ALL SWINGS AND ROUNDABOUTS 
WITH THAT.”

There’s lots to look forward to in F1 this 
season, with a new driver at Mercedes – 
Flying Finn Valtteri Bottas partnering 
three-time World Champion Lewis 
Hamilton, after Nico Rosberg clinched 
the 2016 drivers’ title and promptly 
retired.

Champing at the bit to get on even 
terms with the Silver Arrows will be Red 
Bull Racing’s Ricciardo and young gun 
teammate Max Verstappen, who rewrote 
the history books last year as the sport’s 
youngest-ever winner.

The new regulations, and their focus on 
aerodynamics, should suit Red Bull’s top 
squad – its chief technical officer Adrian 
Newey is F1’s most successful designer 
of all time with 10 title-winning cars to 
his name. If the new RB13 is a consistent 
winner, it’ll be fascinating to see how 
Ricciardo and Verstappen react.

Ferrari, the sport’s greatest name, is also 
expected to be much closer to the front 
than it was last year – its two world 
champion drivers Sebastian Vettel and 
Kimi Räikkönen highly capable of 
delivering if the car is up to it.

Keep your eyes peeled this year; F1 is set 
to blast off – and it could be one of the 
best championships in years. May the 
fittest and most prepared win. MMH
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If you’re looking to up your fitness, why not head to Singapore 
in September for your own driver-style heat training program 
– with your nights spent trackside at the Formula 1 Singapore 
Grand Prix?

An instant classic from its debut on the F1 calendar in 2008, 
Singapore is never short of action, whether it’s out and about in 
the city that never sleeps – care of unlimited places to shop and 
eat after an intensive workout.

The adventure continues at the stunning Marina Bay Street 
Circuit, where the safety car has featured in every race. Four 
different drivers have won through the years, with Sebastian 
Vettel the most successful with four victories (across two teams, 
Red Bull Racing and Ferrari).

As the 10th edition of F1’s iconic night race, the Formula 1 
Singapore Grand Prix will be bigger than ever this year – with 

SENSATIONAL SINGAPORE //
lots of festivities planned. Look out for the entertainment line-up 
announcement, which in the past has been headlined by Beyoncé, 
Pharrell Williams, Rihanna and Linkin Park.

It’s easy to make it work as a quick getaway, with a short flight 
from Australia and only a few days needed either side of a 
weekend.

It’s also fantastic value with hotel and travel packages to suit 
every budget, with single-day grandstand seats starting from 
around $A120, three-day tickets starting from $A235, new multi-
grandstand combination packages from $A470, and additional 
junior-priced ticket categories for selected grandstands. Tickets 
are at early-bird prices from now until May 8, where you can save 
up to 28 per cent.

The 2017 FORMULA 1 SINGAPORE AIRLINES SINGAPORE GRAND PRIX will be held from 
September 15-17, with more information at singaporegp.sg
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ne of the most common questions I get asked on an 
almost daily basis is a variation of, “Are there any 
good fat-burning supplements?” or “Do fat-burning 
supplements really work?”

Like with most things in the health and fitness industry, it 
depends. It’s not as black and white as a simple ‘yes’ or ‘no’.  Under 
the right circumstances, fat burners can be a valuable aid in your 
quest for fat loss provided that you are already pretty lean and 
both your training and nutrition are on point. 

However, on the hierarchy of priorities, they would fall right at 
the bottom of the list if the above haven’t been addressed first. 
No amount of fat burners will make a difference in the slightest 
if you are carrying a fair amount of body fat, your training is 
inconsistent and you have a crappy diet.

Funnily enough, the people who fall into that exact category 
are usually the ones asking about fat burners because they are 
always looking for a shortcut. If that’s you be honest with yourself 
and focus on what really counts first before worrying about fat 
burners.

If, however, you are already pretty lean, you have been consistent 
with your training and diet and you want to get rid of that last bit 
of stubborn body fat or just want a boost to help you train harder 
and make the process a little easier, then read on.

Let’s begin by defining what a fat-burning supplement really 
is. A fat-burning supplement is any compound that increases 
catecholamine output. Our two primary catecholamines, 
adrenaline and noradrenaline, bind to beta-adrenoceptors.   

DO FAT-BURNING 
SUPPLEMENTS 
REALLY WORK?

THE ANSWER ISN’T BLACK AND WHITE
WORDS STEFAN IANEV, HEAD OF EDUCATIONAL DEVELOPMENT, CLEAN HEALTH FITNESS INSTITUTE
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All of the above allow you to work harder, delay fatigue and 
mobilise more body fat. High-intensity exercise by itself causes 
this response but fat-burning supplements compound the effect. 
As with anything in life though, there is always a trade-off. 

The downside is that after a while the body becomes desensitised 
as the receptors downregulate and the adrenals become depleted 
of raw material. As a result, you may find yourself getting more 
tired and fatiguing sooner than normal.

Beta-adrenoceptors are stimulatory receptors that are 
involved in the fight or flight response and lead to the 
following physiological functions:
• increased heart rate 
• increased metabolic rate
• increased fat mobilisation 
• increased blood flow to the muscles 
• increased neural drive 
• increased muscle contractile force and speed, and
• increased energy and stamina.

For this reason, fat-burning supplements should be saved for when 
you really need them and cycled off the rest of the time. I am a 
big believer in cycling supplements but this is especially true for 
fat burners. 

In the early stages of your diet or when your body fat is still a little 
higher, you simply don’t need them because your metabolism and 
energy should still be pretty good at that point. In the later stages 
as you get leaner and your metabolism and energy levels start to 
tank, fat burners can act as a nice boost. 

I typically only use fat burners about six to eight weeks out from 
a contest when I need to be around 5 per cent body fat. During 
that period, I still cycle them three days on, one day off, or two 
weeks on, two weeks off in order to keep my sensitivity high. 

The rest of the time, when my body fat is around 8 per cent and 
my calories are at maintenance or above, I don’t use them at all 
unless I’m feeling tired on any given day and I just need a little 
extra boost.  MMH

“I TYPICALLY ONLY USE FAT BURNERS ABOUT 
SIX TO EIGHT WEEKS OUT FROM A CONTEST”

Photo: Shutterstock.com
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WORDS MATT LEGGE
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Just what is an everyday man? Is the 
everyday man a warrior? Or maybe a 
worrier? A labourer or office worker? 
Working in extremes of hot or cold or 
extremely comfortable right in the middle? 
Is he an elite athlete, everyday athlete, or 
weekend warrior? 

WHAT IS STRESS?

The everyday man is all of the above. Every 
day, he will go out and battle for himself 
and his family and friends in one way or 
another. The stressors that he is exposed 
to may vary significantly depending 
on career, hobbies, commitments, and 
environment but, regardless, the everyday 
man is putting himself out there to be 
exposed every day. 

With every one of us being so different, 
how arrogant of me to title this the 
‘everyday man’ prescription. Of course, 
there is no one size fits all. No magic cure 
or magic bullet to make us all awesome. 
But there are some tricks I can teach you 
that can help you and your mates, fathers 
and sons.

The definition of stress is “anything that creates change in your body”. Your body can not 
afford to wait and see what your stress is — just in case the stress is life-threatening. 

What this means is that regardless of whether you are a warrior or worrier, your body is 
stressed. It doesn’t wait to see if pain is RSI from typing or sciatica from lifting. It can’t 
afford to wait and see if it’s from electromagnetic radiation or pollutants or snake bite, 
just in case. 

Your body has innate defence mechanisms that it uses to immediately respond to stress 
regardless of the life-threatening nature. So, for this reason, it is possible to create an 
everyday man prescription.

THE EVERYDAY MAN 
PRESCRIPTION

While we are all different, we also all have things in common that we 
have to combat sometimes, and one of these is stress. Here’s your 

prescription to warding it off and staying strong.
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Unfortunately, we do not have a sump 
plug or grease nipples (well, not at the 
parties I get invited to anyway), so we can’t 
just drain and replace our oils or load up 
and lubricate our joints when they feel dry. 
We need a slow and steady supply of good 
oils to replace the damaged and oxidised 
ones we use up. 

Now, please understand there is so much 
more to essential fatty acids than omega-3. 
We need a constant and balanced supply 
of omega-3, -5, -6, -7 and -9 to continually 
supply the essential fatty components we 
need for all the fatty structures in our 
body to be protected and capable of repair. 

It means we need a grease and oil change:

Synthetic vitamins are not capable of creating the balance you need between the different forms of vitamins to work efficiently. 
Synthetic multivitamins will supply only some forms of vitamins and not the full spectrum found in nature, and we are not smart 
enough to be able to recreate nature with the cofactors found in foods.

As part of our immediate defence 
response, our body works harder. It 
makes and releases neurotransmitters and 
hormones to help with punching things 
and running away. It upregulates immune 
activity in case of poison or infection, and 
it speeds up certain parts of the liver and 
detox in anticipation of poison or venom. 

WHAT DOES THIS INNATE DEFENCE 
MECHANISM DO TO US?
It uses extra nutrients: 

All of these processes use up nutrients. 
Vitamins, minerals, amino acids, and 
essential fatty acids are all used up in 
greater amounts during exposure to stress. 

The big stuff such as macronutrients — 
protein (amino acids), sugars, and fats — 
that you hold lots of take a lot longer to 
deplete than the low and trace levels of 
vitamins and minerals.

The first thing we can do is 
make sure we are loaded up 
and replenishing the essential 
vitamins and minerals on a daily 
basis — only with foods though 
or food made into a Multifood 
supplement.

Vitamins and minerals mentioned above 
are also needed to control the conversion 
between the different types of fats so that 
our body is capable of using them. So 
stack essential fatty acids with Multifood 
and you will get the full coverage. This 
is especially important in vegans who do 
not get the fully converted forms from 
other animals; they need to convert it 
themselves.

Incorporate the following 
into a balanced diet: a big 
variety of raw nuts and seeds, 
safflower oil, pomegranate 
seed oil, linseed (flax) oil, olive 
oil, coconut oil, grass-fed red 
meats, free-range chickens and 
their eggs, and ocean- or wild-
caught seafood.
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The brain has to constantly give orders to 
the body regarding priorities. You can’t 
do everything at once. Surviving the day 
usually takes priority over reproduction, 
regeneration, and repair. 

When exposed to any stress trigger, your 
body will activate the stress nervous 
system and instruct the adrenal gland to 
release stress-related hormones and switch 
off the activity and production of other 
hormones that are involved in metabolism, 
repair, reproduction, sleep, and recovery. 

It changes our priorities: 
With repeated stress (and usually none 
of it is life-threatening), your body can 
be stuck in survival mode as the triggers 
compound and the body becomes so far 
out of balance you can struggle to get out 
of survival mode and therefore never get 
into sex, sleep, eat, recover, and repair 
mode. 

The best adaptogens are 
turmeric, schisandra, withania, 
rhodiola, rosemary, and shilajit.

We don’t want to use sedatives and 
antipsychotic chemical straitjackets to stop 
us from responding to stress by blocking 
stress signals. We want to use adaptogenic 
herbs instead, as they help to normalise 
physiology regardless of direction of 
change — meaning when you are up and 
anxious, they can calm you down, and 
when you are down they can pick you up. 

It is one thing to feel the adrenalin rush 
of conflict and to stand toe-to-toe with 
someone threatening you. But when there 
is constant exposure to silent and invisible 
assassins that are working to break us 
down from the inside out, we can really 
struggle to fight it. Your body will feel 
as though something is not quite right, 
but in the absence of a trigger we can put 
our finger on, we are left with fear of the 
unknown and gradual decay. 

I am talking about inf lammation 
and oxidative stress. Electromagnetic 
radiation, pollution, plastics and toxic 
exposure, immune activity, allergies, 
intolerances, gut problems, and worry 
can all trigger oxidative stress and 
inflammation. All aspects of ageing are 
inf lammatory, and all chronic disease 

The stuff we can’t see: 
such as cardiovascular disease, diabetes, 
osteoporosis, dementia and so on has 
inflammatory components. Interestingly, 
our hormones are anti-inflammatory, so 
as we age and our hormones decline, we 
degrade much faster. 

NRF2 activators need to be in the 
everyday man’s prescription. (NRF2 is 
a protein that is latent within our cells 
but that cannot function or move until 
released by an activator.) Gene activation 
increases all of our first line of defence 
strategies to protect us from inflammation 
and oxidative stress. It is our first line of 
defence.  

NRF2 ac tivators include 
turmeric, schisandra, withania, 
rosemary, broccoli, bok choy, 
pak choi, red and daikon 
radishes, Brussels sprouts, 
watercress, and cabbages.
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Nature has such complexity in its 
simplicity that we can use the tools 
provided to give us a protective force field 
from the modern world to keep us tough 
and resilient. After all, there are a lot of 
people relying on us to be strong. To be 
reliable, we should do a few things to 
toughen us up for the long run. MMH

MATT LEGGE
Matt is a research scientist and naturopath with more than 20 years’ experience in disease diagnosis, performance 
enhancement, and formulation. He is a co-founder of the award-winning nutraceutical company ATP Science and co-hosts 
The ATP Project — a health-focused podcast consistently ranked in the top 10 Fitness & Nutrition podcasts in the world. 
Matt is sought-after for his ability to break down complex hormone and energy pathway problems in the body and create 
solutions that work. Make sure you catch Matt on the Healthy Living Stage on Saturday and Sunday at 1:15pm at the Fitness 
Show in Sydney on 29-30 April.
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LUCKILY, NATURE IS SMARTER THAN US. REGARDLESS OF YOUR INDIVIDUAL 
STRESSORS AND EXPOSURE, NATURE HAS CREATED SOME SAFETY NETS 
WE CAN USE TO KEEP US GOING. 
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Strong biceps are great. 
Yeah man! So are powerful 
deltoids. Awesome, bro! Yes, 
it’s excellent when we are 
all ripped, shredded and 
pumped… like wow! 

SURE, STRENGTH IS ‘NICE’; 
HOW E V ER ,  T HE  MO S T 
VALUABLE LESSON I LEARNT 
WHEN TRAINING TO BREAK AN 
OFFICIAL GUINNESS WORLD 
RECORD IN LOS ANGELES 
WAS THAT ALTHOUGH TONED 
TRICEPS ARE TERRIFIC, OUR 
STRONGEST MUSCLE IS THE 
ONE LURKING IN OUR MIND. 

The mind muscle is very 
powerful, but also deviously 
tricky to train! Under intense 
physical training pressure, 
my seeming ly benign 
subconscious mind became a 

master manipulator, extreme 
equivocator and obnoxious 
obfuscator. Yikes! 

The date for the official 
Guinness World Record 
attempt at the 2016 LA 
FitExpo gradually approached; 
I was set on a collision course 
with muscular destiny! My 
record task was ‘Most chin-
ups in 60 seconds with 45.3kg 
(100lb) backpack’ — the 
existing record was 11 full 
ROM dead-hang reps. I had 
to use all my willpower to stay 
totally true to my training 
schedule and not ‘fall off the 
edge’ of my reality.

Fourteen days prior to the 
World Record attempt, the 
hardest thing was resisting 
over-training, optimising 
nutrition and enforcing a 
rest-recovery routine that 

would maximise my strength 
and mindset on the big day. 
The questions kept running 
through my mind: ‘Should 
I train with more reps? Or 
less reps? Or more cardio? 
Should I eat more protein or 
more carbs? Do I sleep too 
much — or not enough?’ It 
could have been a stressful 
task, but I promised myself to 
make the experience ‘fun’, so 
I just laughed at any doubts I 
may have had and enjoyed the 
process!

My mind played tricks on me 
because I had already been 
training systematically and 
strategically for six weeks. 
My mind craved ‘change’, 
which was merely 
‘false hope’ disguised 
as ‘progress’. At that 
stage it was crucial to 
focus, taper-down and 

plan the intricate details of my 
actual World Record attack: 
the timing, rep breakdown, 
breathing technique and grip 
variations. 

Crucially, I had already broken 
the official Guinness World 
Record for 5m Rope Climb a 
few years earlier, so I knew I 
had to rehearse the weighted 
chin-up record in training 
many times to ensure success. 
Naturally, it was fun when I 
actually succeeded in breaking 
the World Record by banging 
out 12 reps on that day in Los 
Angeles. Yay! 

SMASHING WORLD RECORDS HELD BY OLYMPIC ATHLETES HALF HIS AGE IS ALL IN 
A DAY’S WORK FOR MARCUS BONDI. WHEN OTHERS ARE HANGING UP THEIR SHOES 
AND TAKING IT EASY, MARCUS SHOWS US ALL THAT MAKING FITNESS FUN IS THE 
ULTIMATE MOTIVATOR.

IT’S ALL
ABOUT
HAVING
FUN!

WORDS MARCUS BONDI
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Of course, ‘fun’ was the key 
element that inspired me 
to seek the joys of physical 
training; even when I was 
a little kid, way back in the 
1970s. My dad was a fitness 
and health fanatic who loved 
calisthenics and bodyweight 
training. Every morning he 
would bang out push-ups, 
pull-ups, star jumps, and sit-
ups and encourage me to join 
in; so I did and it was fun! He 
was also a wacky ‘health food 
nut’ and would create crazy 
carob and spinach concoctions 
and encourage me to drink 
them; so I did — and it was 
not fun! 

Anyway, despite the bizarre 
organic smoothies, my early 
days of old-school fitness 
training with my dad allowed 
me to formulate and instil an 
effective fitness and health 
protocol in my mind, which 
I still rely on today as my 
overarching philosophy, and 
it’s how I came to break the 
Guinness World Record for 

5m Rope Climb: “It was fun!”     
The global explosion of 
calisthenics fitness training 
has coincided with my own 
training via the growth 
of online social media. 
Bodyweight fitness training 
is popular all over the 
world, because it is fun, 
and I have competed in 
many championships and 
competitions, including the 
World Championships in 
Moscow and Oslo. It was truly 
humbling to be competing 
with an incredible array of 
super-strong and super-fit 
athletes representing over 50 
countries — from Taiwan to  
Latvia to Italy, Brazil and the 
USA. 

The crazy thing is I never 
intended to be a ‘calisthenics 
fanatic’ or break any world 
record, ever. I wanted to get 
out of the office and on to the 
beach with my family! It all 
just evolved from enjoying my 
physical training and seeking 
a fun lifestyle with my family. 

Calisthenics training features 
strength through creativity 
and bodyweight control. In 
addition to achieving excellent 
total body strength, you can 
also learn to bust out amazing 
feats, such as muscle-ups, 
pistol squats, human f lags, 
front levers and one-arm pull-
ups. The process is all about 
having fun.  

I began training for rope 
climbing in 1999 with an 
intense group of hardcore 
individuals at Bondi Beach 
in Australia; it was a motley 
crew of ex-commandos, body 
builders, MMA f ighters 
and Olympic wrestlers. The 
daily training regime usually 
consisted of sand sprints and 
ocean swimming, followed 
by massive pyramid sets of 
pull-ups, push-ups, dips 
and crunches. To fortify 
the training, the guys hang 
gymnastic climbing ropes 
from the Bondi Beach cliffs 
and climb multiple reps, non-
stop, for up to three hours. 

In January 2011, I broke the 
official Guinness World Record 
for the 5m Rope Climb, and it 
still stands today. It was held by 
a 24-year-old Olympic gymnast.

Strict nutrition and a happy 
positive attitude were also 
crucial to my success in 
breaking my world records. 
Since breaking the World 
Record in LA, I have re-broken 
it at the 2017 Arnold Classic in 
Melbourne with 13 reps. Whew! 
With perpetual record-breaking 
on the horizon, my nutrition 
plan features a lot of vegetables 
and fruit, with some chicken, 
fish, red meat, eggs, brown rice 
and plenty of water. I am a big 
believer in eating raw herbs and 
ginger, and Iz supplement with 
a variety of creatine, amino 
acids and Aussie Bodies protein 
powder. I’m not a big fan of 
alcohol as it saps muscle power 
and wastes the ‘joy or reality’. 
MMH 

ALL I WANT FOR YOU IS WHAT 
I WANT FOR ME: TO BE HAPPY 

AND HEALTHY. WE ARE ALL ON A 
JOURNEY OF HEALTH AND FITNESS, SO I 
TRULY HOPE MY STORY HAS PROVIDED 
SOME SEMBLANCE OF INSPIRATION 
FOR EVERYONE WHO WANTS TO TAKE 
IT UP A NOTCH! SO LET’S GO; 
DROP AND GIVE ME 20!  

MARCUS BONDI
Marcus is a fitness and nutrition expert who smashed the official Guinness World Records for Rope Climb and 
Weighted Chin-ups; both records were held by Olympic gymnasts half his age. Marcus’ website and YouTube 
channel have had more than 30 million hits and he competes in fitness events around the world, including 
the LA FitExpo, where he broke the World Record for 100lb Weighted Chin-ups, and the World Street Workout 
Champs in Moscow and Pull-up World Champs in Oslo. www.marcusbondi.com @marcusbondibeach
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IS IT REALLY BEER 
THAT’S MAKING YOU 

BLOATED?
WORDS CHLOE McLEOD, APD

If you’ve taken beer off the menu because you often feel discomfort or 
bloating, make sure you’re targeting the right culprit.
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WHAT MAKES IBS WORSE?
There are a number of causes of IBS. People who’ve caught 
a stomach bug, parasite, or gastro are more likely to develop 
IBS, as are those who tend to be more stressed or anxious. 
However, sometimes it may just develop for no discernable 
reason. 

Research indicates that foods high in Fermentable 
Oligosaccharides, Disaccharides, Monosaccharides and 
Polyols, also known as FODMAPs, are the main triggers 
of IBS. These are compounds found in common foods, such 
as milk, onion, garlic, apples, pasta and chickpeas. In some 
individuals, these compounds either don’t absorb or digest 
properly, which can result in pain, bloating, diarrhoea, 
constipation and nausea. However, in some cases, it isn’t 
FODMAPs that are the issue; chilli, coffee and fatty foods 
are also common culprits.

M uch of the time beer will be getting the 
blame from guys who are feeling a little 
bloated. But whilst IBS is more common in 
women, blokes can get IBS as well.

What is IBS? Irritable Bowel Syndrome affects 
approximately 20 per cent of the population. People 
with IBS find they regularly feel bloated, which is often 
accompanied by loose bowel motions, constipation, and 
passing excessive gas. You may find that you’re trying to 
hide your belly as you look like you could be three months’ 
pregnant … but that’s definitely not possible! So what is 
causing it?
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IS FOOD THE ONLY TRIGGER?
Stress is another common cause of IBS.  Many 
people find that when they feel stressed, 
symptoms become much worse; one of the 
most common comments my clients make 
is how their symptoms disappear on holiday! 
While stress is a common and, in many cases, 
unavoidable part of life, there are many ways 
of managing it, be it through physical activity, 
yoga, meditation, or maybe you have your 
own (healthy) stress management techniques!

DO WOMEN REALLY GET IT MORE 
THAN MEN?
Whilst women often report more IBS 
symptoms than men, relative difference in 
prevalence is only around 5 per cent. If this 
is then taken into context by comparing 
geographic regions, there is actually no 
significant difference in prevalence of IBS 
among genders.

WHAT’S THE BEST WAY FORWARD?
If this sounds like it may be something you’re 
eating, rather than entirely the beer’s fault, it is 
worthwhile having a chat with an Accredited 
Practising Dietitian who is experienced in 
this area. In many cases, a low FODMAP 
diet will be required. This requires removing 
the high FODMAP foods from your diet for 
2-4 weeks, then going through a series of food 
‘challenges’, to help you determine which of 
the groups of FODMAPs are an issue for you.  
Whilst stress is a trigger for many people, 
FODMAPs often help manage symptoms 
alongside this; I find some clients respond 
really well to reducing FODMAP intake in 
times of stress and increasing it when life is 
easier.
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WHY NOT JUST STAY LOW FODMAP? 
Research shows that staying low FODMAP 
can have detrimental effects on your long-
term gut health, changing the mix of healthy 
bacteria in your gut. Plus, most people don’t 
need to. Including small amounts of the 
FODMAP groups you are sensitive to is  
tolerated well, as with FODMAPS it all comes 
down to quantity.

WILL IBS EVER GO AWAY?
Many people find that over time, their 
symptoms change; whilst it can’t be 
guaranteed that this will be the case for you, 
it is worthwhile experimenting with your 
tolerance levels of high FODMAP foods, 
especially if there have been significant life 
changes, due to the impact of stress (or lack 
thereof) on IBS symptoms. MMH

For more on healthy eating, contact an Accredited Practising Dietitian (APD). APDs work 
with you to provide practical, tailored advice based on the latest science, and can help 
motivate and support you to take charge of what you eat. Visit the ‘Find an APD’ section 
of the Dietitians Association of Australia website at www.daa.asn.au to find an APD in 
your area.

CHLOE McLEOD
Chloe McLeod is an Accredited Practising Dietitian who specialises in the management of IBS and other gut 
disorders, and the creator of the online program ‘The FODMAP Challenge’.
www.fodmapchallenge.com
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Seduction
THE 
SOCIOPATHS 
GUIDE TO
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Welcome to the sociopathic world of modern seduction — in a 
time where ‘likes’ don’t necessarily mean being liked and being 
followed is only unacceptable if in poorly lit areas. 

Across forums or within scenes that enable the manipulation or 
persuasion of others to better one’s chances of appeal at the cost 
of a moral compass or pursuit of happily ever after. Namely, 
the interactions made by the fitness-savvy and socially inept 
society frequenting your local gym or bar — or even just those 
up in your face(book).

It’s the most common place for someone attempting to convince 
their victims of their unique and self-entitled morality — as 
though they possess Harry Potter’s cloak of invisibility to 
hide their nasty skeletons, soon to play guest to your en suite. 
Involving characters, assumingly of intellect, of ’80s or ’90s 
descent but depicting nothing of the childhood heroes who 
paved her way to adolescence. 

WORDS: SCOTTY ‘THE ROCKAPE’ HUCK
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B E Y O N D  T I N D E R E L L A ,  N O W 
‘PLANETEERING’ SOLELY FOR THE 
PURPOSE OF TINDER TRAVEL SNAPS IN 
A SOMEWHAT PARODY OF A LIFE NOT 
LED AND YET SUCCESSFULLY FOOLISH 
ENOUGH TO BE BELIEVED. 

Funnily enough though, engagement of 
this sociopathic temptress of deception 
may likely have come to fruition during 
lunchtime poo break or the 11pm lonely 
swiping hour: a self-entitled moment free 
from judgement where no grounds for 
double standards shall apply (or so we 
like to believe). Nor the calculated profile 
photos with puppies you don’t own, with 
the body you once had, and somehow the 
one from the time you even managed to 
use that random baby you once held to 
appeal to a broader demographic… And 
so unfold the dynamics of the sociopaths 
guide to dating. 

Through a chosen lifestyle to attract 
one’s niche, we perceive and depict what 
we desire in a manner we learnt from 
fairytales in our adolescence. As perhaps 
a type of modern-day, gym-bound or 
swagger-clad Aladdin whisking her off 
upon magic carpet (or leased European 
car) to a whole new world. However, 
falling short, instead Tinder-touring her 
to your local frequented spots or favourite 
burger joint just as you have with every 
other match as part of the route you take 
for root at stake.

Once upon a time, you hoped to meet a 
woman who was hard to attain and fool — 
one to hold, romance, and ‘clutch’ on to 
— yet end up pursuing a mere ‘handbag’ 
instead — one who looks good under your 
arm as complement or accessory to either 
the facade you maintain or your social 
stance.  In the first instance, with all 

efforts in the over-analysis of originality 
for openers while neglecting the childhood 
moral that princesses are always hardest 
to reach. 

It’s a far and obvious cry from the effort 
once spent chasing the ideal Rapunzel 
only to end up conveniently or desperately 
grasping at the extensions of first-f loor 
Tinderella. She who, on the other hand 
— or shoe as it be, lost or overseen in 
fairytale translation — has forgotten her 
Prince Charming too had door-knocked 
every home in the kingdom to find a 
girl ‘he’d never forget’ — and, unlike 
today’s princes, perhaps had only seen 
her the once in a state where she was left 
holding only one shoe while out avoiding 
housemates. 

Neglecting all signs, and even the most 
preschool logic of survival to avoid 
strangers, they submit to human desire. 
Inevitably, the chase continues, and 
reiteration and proof of the common risks 
of online ‘shopping’ ensues — showing 
that conveniently ‘shopping’ within 
smaller radiuses forever proves the three 
degrees of separation between the guys 
in your clique (or ‘click’) who may have 
already been into your chick (figuratively 
and literally). Leading to next-stage 
termination. 

The swift and tactful (sarcastically) 
manner of a carefully planned death or 
life/soul-altering epiphany making the 
lack of contact subtly less offensive, yet an 
increasingly more engaging pursuit for the 
reacher. At first, a forgotten appointment, 
then a family emergency or event. Soon 
enough inevitably progressing to a sudden 
diagnosis of type 2 diabetes and shift in 
desire to date with the newly acquainted 
burden that is now clouding your emotion. 

NEVER TO BE OUTDONE — IN A WAY TO 
MAINTAIN HER SENIORITY — AND IN 
PERFECT CLARITY, HER RESPONSE IS 
BY FORM OF PHOTO, OFTEN BARING 
SUBTLE AND UNUSUALLY PAIRED 
HINTS OF CAREFREE AND SEXY.

As though hashtagging those points on a 
semi-nude gym Insta-post is a subliminal 
or motivational picture. Granted, of 
course, men are often oblivious to even 
the most obvious of signs —some even 
more so than signs as literal words or 
phrases to be weary of. Where use of the 
term ‘furbaby’ in a profile description is 
an indication that you are autonomously 
placed in a prearranged pecking order 
of significance — and if she’s already 
referring to her pet as a child, you should 
know already the entry-level vacancy is 
behind that of a dog. A dog that more 
than likely will have been granted and 
made claim to a bed you now wish to 
share. 

Thus repeating our cycle for seduction, 
ignorance and fulfilment in the ever-
present skewed approach for romance in 
the modern game that is ‘falling in lust/
love’. MMH

SCOTTY ‘THE ROCK-APE’ McKAY
At 29 years of age, Scotty is a man who has spent far too much time on trains, planes and buses not to use observational findings to 
his benefit or amusement. Having worked along the Gold Coast and in Brisbane as a senior civil design engineer, he’s been fortunate 
enough to find consistency in work to enable his passion for bodybuilding and fitness coaching. It would seem that growing up as 
a ‘ranga’ only provided two options for survival in society: be a fast runner or a good fighter. It would appear as though he’s found 
a third avenue to survive the modern-day muse that is fitness and social media: to get big. He’s been a competitive bodybuilder 
in the NABBA/WFF for six years now and also a master trainer/representative for Cyborg Sport. Having been raised by a former 
IFBB Pro, known also as ‘Mum’, it’s been a great run into a lifestyle that’s become second nature.
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THE TURNING 

POINT
STATS
Name: Anthony McDevitt
Age: 25
Location: Northern Territory
Occupation: Paralegal
Height: 183cm
Weight before: 102kg
Weight after: 72kg

If you think the name sounds familiar, you’re half right. Anthony McDevitt 
is the younger brother of WBFF Pro and MMH cover model Andrew, 
whose story we featured last year. Now Anthony tells MMH about how 
his brother’s success gaining a Pro card inspired him to get serious about 
training and diet himself. Thirty kilos and two comp category wins later, 
he’s hitting some pretty impressive goals himself. 
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Describe your life before you made a change and 
started training.

I have always had a higher amount of body fat since a young age. 
I got quite overweight in my late teens due to poor nutritional 
education and bad drinking habits. Once I finished school and 
moved into my own place this only got worse as I didn’t know 
how to cook, so takeaway was a three-hourly event. I had a bit 
of muscle from training one or two times a week, but having a 
large amount of body fat wrapped around the muscle made me 
feel like my muscles were bigger than they actually were. This 
snowballed, because when I did start to increase my training I 
believed I needed to eat more on top of my already excessive diet. 
I thought the weight I gained in a short period of time from the 
extra food was muscle, which again made me increase my food 
intake. The mentality of thinking I was now a 100kg bodybuilder 
also made me start ego lifting, which lead to injury and slowed 
down any real progress. 

Was there a pivotal moment that motivated you to 
start training? If so, what was it?

The turning point for me was when I saw my older brother win 
at his first natural bodybuilder physique show, and a few weeks 
later he flew to the USA to win the pro qualifier event. He had 
only been training for a few months, and that made me believe I 
could do it too. My body was far from competition-ready, but my 
brother, with his knowledge of nutrition, made me a personalised 
meal plan. I realised I needed to do this now or it was never 
going to happen. I hit the plan 100 per cent and trained six days 
a week. Six months later, I achieved what I set out to do and 
entered my first natural bodybuilding physique show. Not only 
was I able to get up there, but I won two categories and qualified 
to compete for a Pro card! I cried on my way home and got fake 
tan everywhere. A goal I wanted so desperately was achieved — 
something I will remember forever.

How different do you feel now compared to then?

When I look back I don’t just look at my body, but also my 
personality. The way I look at life has completely changed. I 
feel like I’m a mentally stronger person. I’ve also found I’m a lot 
more organised and tidy now that I have been consistent with my 
fitness goals. Things I never felt possible seem to be within reach, 
and this doesn’t just include fitness goals, but can be applied to 
all things in life. Also, there are the small things that you notice 
such as the fact my shoe soles no longer get worn in on one side 
from my feet rolling in. 

What has been the most rewarding aspect of training 
for you? Why?

The most rewarding part of training is character building. You 
come in for a couple of hours to inflict pain and exhaustion, then 
wait a few months to finally see the results. This changes how 
you look at things you want, by realising you do have to work 
hard and make sacrifices, such as not being able to walk for half 
a week after legs.  

What has continued to motivate you throughout your 
training? Why?

Bigger goals have continued to motivate me. I 
train with my brother, who is now a WBFF Pro,  
so I have to keep up or get left behind. 

What have you had to overcome to get to where you 
are today? Did that change you in any way? If so, how?

I have had to overcome everything that I was. My entire life 
had to be changed, and for the first time I had to say ‘no’ when 
offered food to snack on. I had to learn how to cook, and being 
colour blind I couldn’t tell when the chicken was ready, so some 
mistakes were made.
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What was your reason for taking health and fitness to 
the level you have? Why is it so important to you?

I’ve seen what people can achieve when they want something. I 
what to get to a point where my biggest goals are achieved. I’ve 
started, so if I give up now I’ll always wonder ‘what if ’.

What advice would you give to men wanting to get into 
the best shape of their life?

Get a proper nutrition and workout plan from 
a proven trainer. Too often I see people waste 
months and years with no results and just lose 
motivation. 

What is the most important thing men need to 
remember when training? Why?

Don’t expect to see results straight away. Any real change takes 
time, so don’t rely on the scales every day. The mirror will show 
you the real results.

We all have days where motivation is low; how do you 
overcome these? Have you always been able to do 
this?

People ask me for help and compliment my motivation so I have 
a reputation of training hard, so I don’t want to lose that just 
because I feel down one day. A bit of gangsta rap never hurts 
either. 

Who is your fitness and body role model? Why?

My brother, Andrew McDevitt, who has achieved amazing 
things. From backpacker to WBFF Pro and gym owner in just a 
couple of years proves the biggest goals are for everyone willing 
to make sacrifices and work hard. He achieved his goals on his 
terms without losing himself along the way.

What do you have in store for the future? What do you 
want to improve on?

I’m always trying to get bigger, and being natural that will 
take time. I would like to help others but also continue to grow 
mentally and just get out there! MMH

What is the number one lesson you have learnt about 
health and fitness through your training?

Being natural takes time — like lots of time. Don’t expect any 
changes overnight, but the changes you do make over a long 
period will be long-lasting. Education is important; ask for help 
and consider all advice.

What do you wish you had known when you were 16?

I wish I knew what I could achieve. I had low self-esteem, and 
picturing my life as an adult made me more negative. If I knew 
where I would be now I would have started then; maybe the extra 
couple of years could have given me a couple more millimetres 
on my calves.

Do you have a quote that you live by? If so, why this 
one?

“Just get out there.” This doesn’t just mean make a name for 
yourself or get rich, but the small things like exploring that forest 
up the road or trying a new hobby — even if it’s taking a scooter 
to the local skate park.
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ANTHONY’S MEAL PLAN
Breakfast: Oats and protein
Snack 1: Oats and protein
Snack 2: Protein
Lunch: Chicken thigh, rice and spinach
Pre-gym: Chicken thigh, rice and spinach
Post-gym: Oats and protein
Dinner: Chicken thigh, rice and spinach

CONNECT WITH ANTHONY
Youtube: www.youtube.com/channel/UCmD17FfgDdTsbl59z1QINYg
Instagram: antho_kaiju
Snapchat: anthonymcdevitt

“I LIKE TO KEEP MY MEALS BASIC AS I HAVE A BUSY 
LIFESTYLE SO I PREFER SIMPLE MEALS THAT CAN BE MADE 
IN ADVANCE WITH LITTLE EFFORT AND EATEN ON THE GO. 
PLUS, IT KEEPS COSTS DOWN!”

ANTHONY’S WORKOUT WEEK
Monday: Can’t be Monday without chest day
Tuesday: Back followed with abs
Wednesday: Triceps and calves
Thursday: Biceps and abs
Friday: Rest day
Saturday:  Shoulders and abs
Sunday: Legs day!

A TYPICAL DAY BEFORE MY CHANGE WOULD 
CONSIST OF 3-4 SERVES OF TAKEAWAY AND A 
COUPLE OF BAGS OF CHIPS IN NO PARTICULAR 
ORDER. ALSO PROTEIN SHAKES ONLY AFTER A 
GYM SESSION, AND FULL CREAM MILK.
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TOP TIPS FOR 
PERFORMANCE AND 
RECOVERY
WORDS TODD LIUBINSKAS

“MY PREPARATION FOR THE CROSSFIT OPEN 2017 CONSISTS OF VARIOUS FUNCTIONAL STRENGTH AND 
CONDITIONING MOVEMENTS, WITH A FOCUS ON MOBILITY AND NUTRITION. TO ENSURE THAT I DON’T 
GET INJURED AND THAT I RECOVER WELL ENOUGH TO BE ABLE TO PERFORM AT OPTIMAL LEVEL EACH 
AND EVERY SESSION IS CRITICAL.”
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SO IN ORDER TO TRAIN WITH RECOVERY IN MIND, IT’S IMPORTANT TO STRUCTURE 
YOUR PROGRAM INTELLIGENTLY SO THAT YOU FACTOR IN ALL ASPECTS OF 
RECOVERY, NUTRITION AND SLEEP.  WITHOUT ANY OF THESE INGREDIENTS, 
OPTIMAL PERFORMANCE MAY BE UNACHIEVABLE.

The most important aspect of training and pushing your body to its limit in 
pursuit of any goal is recovery. Without good recovery measures in place, you 
won’t be able to train at a peak level, so you are essentially doing junk miles. So to 
ensure that you’ve got all the elements in place for a successful result, make sure 
you consider following these tips below.

FOR PERFORMANCE AND RECOVERY WHEN WORKING
TOWARDS A PERFORMANCE-RELATED GOAL

1. DYNAMIC WARM-UP
I aim to have at least a 15-minute dynamic warm-up prior to 
each training session. This time is used to stimulate and wake 
up those muscle groups that you are about to put to work. The 
main objective is to activate those smaller muscle groups that 
accompany those larger muscle groups you would be looking to 
work.

For example, if I am about to program the back squat into my 
workout, the aim would be to activate ankle flexion, hamstrings, 
hips, glutes, and lower back with dynamic movements. 

2. POST-WORKOUT RECOVERY
After every heavy session, I would be recovering with either 
swimming, a hot/cold shower, or a light 2-3 km walk.

Some days I am time-poor, so to make up for not recovering as 
planned I book myself in for a sports massage for 60-75 minutes.

3. DRY NEEDLING / Active Release Technique
I aim to get treated by The Clinic Sports Physio in Concord, 
Sydney, at least once a week. The benefit comes from finding 
those sort points before it's too late, so rather than being treated 
when I am sore, I actively seek out treatments as part of my daily 
routine.

4. NUTRITION
Great nutrition is the reason I have the ability to back up and 
train the way I want to train. A well-balanced diet is essential, 
and this may surprise you: my main staple is actually pre-packed 
meals from Eat Fit Food. I can see you roll your eyes when I say 
pre-packed; however, I am time-poor, run my own business and 
don't have time to cook, so for me Eat Fit Food allows me to 
have my meals delivered to my door three times a week — fresh!

Eat Fit Food has the most nutritious and thought-out meal 
selections of any company I have used, and the team has a great 
understanding of portion control aimed at micronutrient and 
macronutrient food selections.

I love to eat breakfast out, as I have a good chance to socialise 
with my clients, and I also use this time as a great use of reflection 
with peers, clients, or business. 

The goal with your nutrition is to cut out sugars, and a general 
rule of thumb would be, 'If it hasn't had a life, then it's no good 
for your stomach'. Stay well clear of packet and processed food!

TOP TIPS
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TODD LIUBINSKAS
Todd is the co-director of Complete Strength and Performance in Concord, Sydney. Todd has been a coach for 10 years 
and specialises in strength and conditioning and functional movement. He is proudly supported by Complete Strength and 
Performance, AlphaFit BodyScience, Garmin, Chief Bar and Reebok.

5. MEDITATION
Day to day, I usually wake up at 4.30am and am in bed by 
9pm. My day consists of interactions with varied people and 
information sources across a broad spectrum. I find it increasingly 
important to take at least 10 minutes per day to meditate. The 
Headspace app is excellent and I have found that each morning 
if I meditate for at least 10 minutes, it stimulates my mind and 
allows a disconnect from the varied hurdles life throws at you. I 
would encourage you all to give this a try if you haven't already.

Remember, it’s not about how hard your training is, as you know 
your body better than anyone; push yourself when you can, and 
remember you only see reward from what you put into training. It 
is all about how smart you recover; this is paramount to training 
at an optimum level of intensity and repetition.

TRAINING SPLIT
Training consists of a three-day-on, one-day-off cycle, 
meaning that training on my ON days would aim at a 
program focusing on major muscle groups. I also include 
'accessory work' that complements those particular 
muscle groups and movements, mixed in with aerobic and 
anaerobic conditioning. 

OFF days consist of active recovery to keep my body 
moving — things such as swimming, running, and 
cycling. These are all ideal exercises that are not labour-
intensive on my body. MMH
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MIRAN 
IS BACK
NOVEMBER 12, 2012, IS A DAY THAT CHANGED MY 
LIFE FOREVER. I WAS INVOLVED IN A ROAD ACCIDENT 
THAT LEFT ME CRIPPLED. RIDING OUTBOUND 
IN THE EASTERN SUBURBS OF MELBOURNE 
THROUGH PEAK-HOUR TRAFFIC, I HAD MY RIGHT 
OF WAY OBSTRUCTED BY A DRIVER IN AN SUV WHO 
PANICKED AND STOPPED IN THE MIDDLE OF THE 
ROAD, BLOCKING ALL THREE LANES.
WORDS  PETER MIRAN IMAGES  CHARLIE SURIANO  

PETER MIRAN STORY 

INSPIRATION



NEVER HAS THE EXPRESSION ‘IT TAKES TWO TO TANGO’ BEEN 
MORE RELEVANT.
I was riding too quickly and shouldn’t have been on the road in 
the reckless state of mind I was in that day, and this particular 
driver should not have been executing an illegal U-turn in peak-
hour traffic either. Both parties were in the wrong!

THE RESULT WAS A HORRIFIC ACCIDENT.
I was ejected from my bike, launching 50 metres followed by a roll 
along the highway that extended a total of 129 metres.

It is certainly a fact that a near-death experience can change a 
person’s perspective. Never did I realise how blessed I was at that 
time in my life, and all the wonderful things I had — never did 
I appreciate how fragile this life is.

Lying in a hospital bed after several surgeries to reattach my limbs 
and repair my skin, I woke to absolute eerie silence — 3am in 
a hospital bed — no one in sight and nothing to do other than 
dwell on what had happened. A feeling of deep regret.

MY INJURIES INCLUDED A SHREDDED LEFT ROTATOR 
CUFF, BROKEN FEMUR, BRAIN HEMORRHAGING, 
A CRACKED VERTEBRAE, SHATTERED LEFT HAND, 
LARGE AREAS OF DAMAGED SKIN, BROKEN ANKLES, 
BROKEN TOES, AND OTHER FRACTURES AROUND MY 
BODY (TOO MANY TO REMEMBER).

At this moment, lying there in absolute silence, I had the sudden 
cognition I was in for the biggest fight of my life. Specialists had 
told me that I may never write again, and it was likely that my 
career in exercise physiology and sports nutrition was also over. 
Heart-breaking news!

MY INJURIES WERE SO SIGNIFICANT THAT IT WAS PROBABLE I 
WOULD NOT MAKE A FULL RECOVERY.
I had suffered damage to the fine motor skills in my hands and 
fingers, and this alone would be debilitating considering what I 
did for work, writing being a large component of it, among my 
other coaching work in the gym with athlete performance, and 
health and fitness in general.

After a week in hospital I was sent home and assigned house 
nursing for the next four-to-six weeks to dress my wounds on a 
daily basis. The pain of having to shower and wash off bandages 
was something I can never forget — feeling like I was being 
burnt over and over again each day, when removing the previous 
day’s dressings.

ALL OF THIS WAS SO VERY DAUNTING; NEVER 
DID I HAVE ONE SPECIALIST TELL ME IT WAS 
GOING TO BE OKAY OR THAT EVENTUALLY 
I WOULD HAVE MY LIFE BACK. GRIM IS AN 
UNDERSTATEMENT.   

MY REHABILITATION WAS ARDUOUS AND EMOTIONALLY TAXING. 
Working with one of the best surgeons in Melbourne, Professor 
Richard Bittar, and all of his specialist associates at Precision 
Brain, Spine and Pain Centre, I was treated for things ranging 
from electrode cognition pulsing to re-stimulate the motor skills 
in my hands, physiotherapy for a cracked spine and the peripheral 
damage to my neck and back, and special lessons with a speech 
pathologist to relearn how to speak without a slur, which I had 
incurred from the swelling in my brain.

I turned to my faith in God and would pray daily for the strength 
to not only continue with my treatment, but also to remain sane 
and ultimately to be healed of all my injuries, so I could eventually 
return to my beloved work in the fitness and health industry.

Slowly but surely I noticed that I had regained use of my fingers 
and things like scrapping for change out of my pockets was finally 
enabling and becoming manageable.

I HAD RETURNED TO GYM, AND DESPITE MY OVEREXUBERANT 
NATURE FREQUENTLY LEADING ME TO RE-INJURY, THE SPACES 
BETWEEN THESE INJURIES WERE BECOMING FURTHER AND 
FURTHER APART.
I had this unwavering faith from the start that despite what the 
physicians told me, somehow I would be able to return to my life 
and regain my capacities to write and coach.

It was only eight or nine months post-accident that I began to 
take on some new clients. I had posted news feeds on Facebook 
that I was back consulting, and through that medium I was 
attracting people from all over the country.

Around 12 months after the accident I had written a status on 
social media that not only explained the ordeal I’d been through, 
and the specifics of the accident, but also the new concept I had 
been working on — better human function through facilitating 
hormone optimisation. This was something that I had not 
only been exposed to while collaborating with world-renowned 
physician Anish Singh, while employed as an exercise physiologist 
and nutritionist at Empire Clinic, but had also been heavily 
researching for many years out of pure interest and curiosity.
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I’d had many successes with manipulating 
hormones naturally for clients in the 
past and knew that I had something 
revolutionary and unique to offer people 
wanting disease prevention and cure, 
weight management and nutrition 
solutions — along with middle-aged men 
and women who had been interested in 
seeking ageing-type therapies.

IT WAS AROUND THIS TIME THAT I 
RECEIVED A LOVELY PRIVATE MESSAGE 
FROM MAGAZINE PUBLISHER Lindy 
Olsen, who I had become associated with 
while working as chief editor of Australian 
Ironman in my mid-twenties. 

She asked me if I would like to write 
something in her Oxygen magazine about 
my new business concept and kindly 
offered that assistance to me in light of 
my situation. I was honoured and accepted 
her offer. 

Unfortunately, I was still very fragile 
and early in my recovery, unnecessarily 
continuing to push boundaries with 
my body so desperately wanting my life 
back. That particular article had never 
eventuated as a result of my poor health, 
but I did keep note that Lindy had kept 
the offer open for the future.

IN MARCH 2014, NOW ABOUT 18 
MONTHS ON, I DECIDED TO EMAIL 
LINDY WITH A RANGE OF DIVERSE 
ARTICLE IDEAS FOR ALL OF HER 
PUBLICATIONS. SHE LIKED MY 
SUGGESTIONS AND FORWARDED 
THEM ON TO HER ASSISTANTS TO 
PERUSE.

This would be the start of my new life. 
Thanks to Lindy’s proposal, I began to 
contribute to Oxygen magazine, along 
with Men’s Muscle & Health, and through 
my writing my coaching and nutrition 
business had started to develop and grow.

                 UNFORTUNATELY, I WAS STILL VERY FRAGILE 
AND EARLY IN MY RECOVERY, UNNECESSARILY 
CONTINUING TO PUSH BOUNDARIES WITH MY BODY 
SO DESPERATELY WANTING MY LIFE BACK.

INSPIRATION
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MY FAITH AND HARD WORK HAD PAID OFF IMMENSELY.
Despite what the specialist physicians said, I was not only back 
using my hands and writing, but also treating and working with 
people in the gym, and coaching athletes and personal trainers all 
over Australia, for performance, rehab and nutrition prescription.

What had seemed such a disaster back in November 2012 had 
become my life’s most amazing blessing. A journey that taught 
me great resilience and tenacity, to never give up on myself, and 
also that miracles happen if we truly believe in them. 

Today, in 2017, I rarely take a day for granted, and my future 
looks brighter than ever, all because of the shift in perspective 
from that moment in time.

Peter Miran Health is flourishing, and every week I am training 
new clients through referrals, having amazing results in a diverse 
range of areas from fertility treatment to sports performance and 
general weight-loss and anti-ageing.

My brand is growing at a rapid rate and I hope to open my first 
studio/clinic working in all these specific areas, where I’ll facilitate 
personal training, nutrition prescription, and education and up-
skilling workshops and seminars for gunning personal trainers.

I am back in the gym training tentatively, slowly working towards 
having the best and most functional physique I’ve attained 
throughout my bodybuilding career.

No matter what happens in one’s life, it is not the situation that 
matters at all; everything and all that is important is how we deal 
with it and bounce back. 

The human spirit is an amazing and powerful gift — used 
correctly, we can overcome anything. Looking back, I wouldn’t 
have that accident any other way. I have a renewed outlook on life 
that perhaps I would never have realised if it wasn’t for what, at 
the time, seemed like my life’s most awful tragedy. MMH
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DAMIEN TAYLOR
IMAGES REBECCA TREGEAR FROM NIGHTROSE PHOTO

STATS
Name: Damien Taylor
Age: 47
Location: Melbourne
Company launched: 2014
Website: www.s11strength.com
Instagram: @s11strength

Was there a pivotal moment that 
motivated you to start your career? If so, 
what was it?
Health and fitness have always been a 
passion for me throughout my life. I had 
played Australian Rules Football until I 
was 35 and then coached for a few years 
after I finished playing, along with being 
the Director of Fitness for the club, which 
won a premiership during this time. When 
I finished football I ran half marathons for 
some years to keep my fitness going up, as 
well as my regular gym work, which I have 
done for more than 25 years. 

Some major life changes occurred for me 
about seven years ago that required a lot 
of self-evaluation and work to get through. 
The one constant and important factor 
was my health and fitness, which gave me 
a great positive endeavour and outlet to 
help with my transitions. Bodybuilding 
was something I always enjoyed and 
becoming a competitive bodybuilder 

appealed to me for the discipline and 
dedication to strive to be the best.
What was life like before you launched 
your career and how different is your life 
today?
My life has always been busy with work, 
training and being a good father to my 
two beautiful children Kyle and Jessica, 
who I am very blessed to have. My life 
is going from strength to strength as I 
continue to strive, learn, improve and 
constantly grow as a person.
What has been the most rewarding aspect 
of your career? Why?
The most rewarding thing for me is to 
see constant growth and improvement 
through the things that I am learning 
and the very positive people that I come 
into contact with. One of the great things 
about competing in the bodybuilding 
arena is that you can always improve in 
many areas and you have different body 
parts to work on and build from weak 
points to strengths.

What has continued to motivate you 
throughout your career? Why?
The drive to constantly improve, learn and 
grow both mentally and physically. 

I HAVE A GREAT THIRST FOR 
KNOWLEDGE AND PERSONAL 
GROWTH THROUGH READING, 
TRAVELLING, STUDYING AND 
ASSOCIATING WITH LEADERS 
IN DIFFERENT FIELDS WHO CAN 
LOOK AT THINGS DIFFERENTLY.

What have you overcome to get to where 
you are today?
I have had to overcome some major 
challenges and hurdles, particularly some 
years back with major changes in my 
personal life. Whilst these times were 
very difficult, they ultimately taught me 
some amazing life lessons and helped to 
shape major positive changes in my life. 
Sometimes through adversity we can 

THE MAN BEHIND S11 STRENGTH CHATS TO MMH ABOUT HIS VARIED LIFE FROM AFL PLAYER, COACH AND 
FITNESS DIRECTOR TO MOVING INTO THE HEALTH AND FITNESS INDUSTRY AND HIS BURGEONING SUCCESS 
ON THE WORLD BODYBUILDING STAGE.
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find great life lessons and actually gain 
different perspectives and introduce new 
and exciting things to our lives.

What is the number one lesson you have 
learnt about health and fitness throughout 
your career?
You can always improve and you can 
always learn more.

WHAT DO YOU WISH YOU HAD 
KNOWN WHEN YOU WERE 16?
TO FOLLOW MY INTUITION AND 
INSTINCTS MORE.

Do you have a quote that you live by? If 
so, why this one?
“Everything can be taken from a man but 
one thing: the last of the human freedoms 
— to choose one’s attitude in any given 
set of circumstances; to choose one’s own 
way.” A quote by Viktor Frankl in Man’s 
Search for Meaning, which I think speaks 
volumes on its own.
What was your reason for taking health 
and fitness to the level you have? Why is 
it so important to you?
Health and wellbeing are mantras for me; 
they are the essence behind the makeup of 
S11 Strength and my beliefs. I truly believe 
that everyone needs to invest the time in 
themselves through both body and mind 
to be successful and at their optimum. I 
have been involved in the corporate world 

for more than 27 years and also actively 
involved in the sport, health and fitness 
industries for most of my life, both at 
high levels with good success. As the time 
passes I am seeing more and more people 
not taking the time to invest in their own 
health and putting themselves at risk both 
physically and mentally.

BY TAKING THE TIME TO INVEST 
IN YOURSELF, YOU WILL ADD SO 
MUCH ADDITIONAL VALUE TO 
YOURSELF, YOUR LOVED ONES 
AND YOUR BUSINESS.

What advice would you give to men 
wanting to succeed in their chosen careers?
Look after yourself mentally and 
physically. Continue to learn, continue to 
grow and surround yourself with positive 
influences. Also make time for yourself 
and get away from the day to day stresses. 
Work–life balance is very important, and 
keep an open mind to others and others’ 
opinions.
What advice would you give to men 
wanting to succeed in getting and staying 
in shape?
It is always easy to say we don’t have 
time to exercise because we are busy with 
work and life but these points are really 
just making excuses. By taking the time 
to invest in your health you will actually 
improve your mental health as well as 
physical health.

We all have days where motivation is low; 
how do you overcome these? Have you 
always been able to do this?
We all have days when it is hard to find 
the motivation. The way I approach this 
challenge is to actually go and beat this 
mindset. Once you get there and exercise 
you actually have a real high afterwards, 
which leads to a sense of accomplishment, 
rather than feeling bad at home about 
having not gone out and done your 
session.

What is your career highlight and why?
I was extremely proud to be able 
to compete in the WNBF World 
Championships in Los Angeles in 
November 2016. I won second place in 
the Men’s Masters Physique and placed 
top eight in the Men’s Open Physique. I 
won the ICN Victorian State title for Mr 
Physique first-timers bodybuilding and 
was runner-up in the Mr Physique open 
class in September of 2016. 

Taking my bodybuilding to the next level 
was a focus for me this January and I am 
now a very proud sponsored athlete by 
Nutrition Warehouse.
What’s next for your career? 
I am competing in Seattle in the WNBF 
Washington State Pro-am at Tulalip 
Resort Casino in April and will also be 
competing again in the WNBF World 
Championships in Boston in November.

I will continue to work hard to progress 
and grow as an athlete, competitor in the 
bodybuilding arena and to help continue 
to try and change people’s life outlook 
with health, fitness and wellbeing. I have 
some new exciting opportunities coming 
with sponsors and writing feature articles 
from a fitness perspective for various 
publications. I’d like to help inspire a 
very broad age demographic given my own 
achievements — that it really is possible 
to stay fit and healthy while having to 
maintain a career, your children, family 
and social responsibilities. MMH
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HOW TO SAVE 
$77, 641 AND 
WIPE ALMOST 
SEVEN YEARS OFF 
YOUR MORTGAGE
THE $22,064 PHONE CALL

If your home loan is with a big bank, there’s a good chance you’re getting screwed. 
Generally speaking, the banks don’t do the best deals on home loans because they don’t 

need to. So let’s talk about what you really need from your home loan.

RULE 1:
DON’T GET THE BELLS AND WHISTLES
A home loan is a pretty simple proposition: you borrow money 
from the bank to buy a home, and then pay it back with interest 
over 25 to 30 years. Most of the bells and whistles the banks 
market as ‘special features’ are rubbish — their main purpose is 
to bamboozle you into paying more for things you rarely use. So 
stay away from repayment holidays, fixing a portion of your loan 
and anything else dreamt up by a marketing dude with a ponytail. 
This is where the banks make their margins.

Repeat after me: ‘I promise to stick with the lowest variable rate I 
can find, regardless of what my brother-in-law Eric recommends 
at Christmas lunch’.
Here’s what Eric will say: Man, I got a great deal on a fixed rate 
— and it’s locked in for five years.

Here’s your reply: Yes, Eric, the banks are offering fantastic fixed-
rate deals, many lower than the standard variable — and there’s 
a reason. It’s not because they want to help you pay off your loan 
quicker. Rather, since the government banned exit fees, the banks 
have had to find another way to stop their customers switching to 
a better deal. Fixed-rate loans give them that power. And, Eric, 

if interest rates drop lower than your fixed rate, your bank will 
slug you with a ‘break fee’, representing the difference between 
the two rates, multiplied by the length of time left on your fixed 
contract — which can add up to thousands of dollars. So much 
for Eric. The only reason you’d fix your rate is if you’re really 
struggling (like Eric) so you have the security of fixed repayments, 
but for everyone else it’s too much of a gamble.

The truth is, just as with many relationships, it’s easier to bitch to 
your current bank than it is to go through the hassle of switching 
to another one.

THE $22,064 PHONE CALL GET THE CHEAPEST RATE 
POSSIBLE

Here’s the deal: it costs your bank about $1000 in marketing costs 
to replace you (and about six times that amount if you come via a 
mortgage broker they pay kickbacks to). That’s your negotiating 
power right there. Here’s how to use it. 

First, I want you to google ‘UBank Home Loan Rate’. Second, 
call your bank, ask for the ‘customer retention department’ and 
use this script:

RULE 2:
DON’T FIX YOUR RATE

RULE 3:
GET THE CHEAPEST RATE POSSIBLE
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SCOTT PAPE 
Scott has been voted “Australia’s most trusted finance expert”. He’s the money guy for Triple M, and writes two weekly 
national newspaper columns. He has advised AFL and NRL teams about money, and consults to the Australian government on 
financial education in schools. Scott lives on a farm in country Victoria with his wife, two sons and two dogs. His most recent 
book The Barefoot Investor: The Only Money Guide You’ ll Ever Need (Wiley $29.95) is out now.
   

YOU: Hello, my account number is_________. I’ve been 
with you for ____years, but I’ve applied to refinance with 
UBank. Their rate is ____ per cent, which is a full _____ per 
cent cheaper than you’re charging me. Given our longstanding 
relationship, I’d like you to match the offer — or send me the 
forms I need to switch to UBank.

BANK REP: One moment, please. (You’re bluffing, of course. 
However, the bank’s sales team have strict targets, backed by 
incentives, that they have to meet — one of which is giving 
profitable customers discounts to stop them leaving.)

BANK REP: We can’t match the rate you have quoted. 
However, we understand you are a valuable customer, so we 
would like to offer you a 0.15 per cent discount.

YOU: That’s not good enough. I’ve already got conditional 
approval ... so in order to stay I need at least a 0.5 per cent 
discount. Could you please speak to your supervisor? I’m 
happy to wait.

BANK REP : (a full six minutes later) On reviewing your case, 
we can offer you that 0.5 per cent discount on your current 
rate.

YOU: Brilliant! Please send me an email confirming the 
new rate and confirming that it will be applied as of start of 
business tomorrow.

This phone call can save you $22,064 in interest (based on a 
$400,000 mortgage over 18 years at 4 per cent). Over the years 
I’ve had plenty of readers do this exact negotiation on the phone 
(even on their way home from work) and in most cases they’ve 
reported back that they’ve saved themselves a huge amount of 
money. But what if your bank says no? Easy. Ring them again. 
What if they say no again? Don’t bitch, switch. (As long as you 
have more than 20 per cent equity in your home. If you don’t, 
you’ll get hit with another round of LMI, which will eat up any 
savings you can negotiate.)

Now, here’s how to hunt for the best mortgage. Straight up, if 
you’re going for your first home, check out the online players 
such as UBank and ING, which generally have the cheapest rates 
(although you’ll need to have a 20 per cent deposit and a solid 
savings history).

But what if you’ve got a more complicated set-up — like being 
self-employed, or having multiple loans? In that case you need 
a mortgage broker — but not just any mortgage broker. When 
you get a loan through a mortgage broker, they don’t charge 
you anything. But make no mistake, they still get paid — and 

in two ways: the bank they recommend pays them an upfront 
commission (around $3000 on an average loan), and then they 
get a ‘trailing commission’ (read: kickback) for the life of your 
loan (up to $1000 a year, every year).
     
The solution is to get a broker who’ll charge you an upfront 
fee (which is a fair cop for their expertise) but will refund the 
trailing commission off your mortgage. They’re called ‘cash-back 
mortgage brokers’. I used them when I bought my farm, and when 
the cash-back was kickbacked to my loan each month, I got the 
same buzz I assume a pokies punter gets when they score five 
free spins. (Most mortgage brokers hate me for highlighting their 
kickback structure — some have threatened me with physical 
violence.)
     
Why on earth would some mortgage brokers offer such a 
good deal? Well, very few do, but there’s a select few who see 
it as an ethical differentiation from their kickback-collecting 
counterparts.

So we’ve got you the cheapest variable rate on the market, now 
it’s time to get the banker off your back faster and make extra 
repayments.

If you pay just $1000 extra (on top of your minimum repayment) 
a month off your home loan, along with getting a cheaper rate, 
you’ll save $77,641 in interest and wipe almost seven years off 
your mortgage (based on a $400,000 mortgage over 18 years). 
The day I paid off my mortgage was the proudest day of my 
financial life. I swear the grass under my bare feet felt different. 
And once you get the banker off your back, it’ll be the same for 
you too.

Edited extract from Scott 
Pape’s new book, The 
Barefoot Investor: The 
Only Money Guide You’ll 
Ever Need (Wiley $29.95), 
now available at all good 
bookstores and online at 
www.wiley.com
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FAT LOSS 
MISTAKES

WORDS DANNY KENNEDY

We all make mistakes, but whether 
your goal is to finally shed the extra 
weight you’ve carried for years or 
lose a few kilos before a special event 
or even step on stage as a physique 
athlete, make sure you aren’t making 
these five fat-loss mistakes.

#1 NOT GIVING YOURSELF 
ENOUGH TIME
A ‘four-week shred’ is not the 
optimal approach to losing body 
fat.

Don’t get caught in the trap of not 
giving yourself enough time to 
achieve the desired outcome. The 
faster you lose the weight usually 
means the more muscle mass you 
lose. This is the last thing you 
want! Remember, the more lean 
muscle mass you hold, the more 
calories your body burns at rest.

My suggestion: give yourself at 
least 10-16 weeks to reach your 
goal weight and/or look. Not only 
will this allow you to maintain as 
much lean muscle mass as possible, 
but it will also give you the chance 
to keep your calorie intake a little 
higher and allow for enough time 
to make up for any mishaps along 
the way.

#2 NOT TRACKING YOUR 
CALORIE INTAKE
If you aren’t tracking your calorie 
intake, then you should be.
Why?
It’s like driving a car with no 
speedo; you’re simply guessing your 
way through the whole process. 
Inconsistency with your nutrition 
will likely lead to inconsistent 
results with your fat loss.

To lose body fat, you need to be 
eating in a slight calorie deficit, 
meaning you are burning more 
energy than you are taking in by 
eating below your maintenance 
calorie intake level. The easiest way 
to ensure you are ticking this box 
off is to track your calorie intake 
using an app on your phone such 
as MyFitnessPal.

It only takes a few minutes each 
day to plug in what you’re eating, 
yet it could be the difference 
between whether or not you’re 
losing fat.

#3 PERFORMING CARDIO 
AS IF IT’S GOING OUT OF 
FASHION
Cardio is not a necessity for fat 
loss... Instead it should be used as 
a tool.
Losing weight requires a negative 
energy balance. Whether or not 
this is created by eating in a calorie 
deficit, expending energy from 
your strength training, expending 
energy from cardio or a mixture of 
the three is irrelevant.

The biggest mistake people make 
when trying to lose fat is starting 
out with too much cardio. The 
problem with this is that when fat 
loss stalls, you’re only left with a 
few options: even more cardio or 
less food, which is not a sustainable 
way to go about things.

My suggestion: start out your fat-
loss journey performing minimal 
cardio per week (10-15 minutes 
two to three times) and only 
increase that when necessary.
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#4 HEAVILY RELYING ON SUPPLEMENTS
Unless your nutrition and training habits are in check, 
supplements will not give you the results you’re after.

It’s important to understand that supplements will 
only give you a very mild boost, if any at all. Try not 
to be fooled by the marketing tactics of supplement 
companies promising unrealistic results.

Imagine a pyramid of importance when it comes to fat 
loss — nutrition and training are of top priority whereas 
supplements should be right at the bottom, the least 
important aspect.

#5 NOT DOING HEAVY COMPOUND LIFTS 
IN THE GYM
Multi-joint compound movements such as squats, 
deadlifts, bench presses, overhead presses, rows, pull-
ups, and so on are the exercises that will give you the 
most bang for your buck, burning the largest amount 
of calories.

When in a fat-loss phase, maintaining if not gaining 
strength should be the goal for your resistance training.
My suggestion: focus on progressively overloading (in 
the way of more sets, reps, weight etc.) on all compound 
movements in the gym before worrying about isolation 
work.

DANNY KENNEDY
Danny Kennedy runs an online health coaching business and is a strength and conditioning coach from 
Melbourne, Australia. Danny trains a number of elite athletes in their off-seasons, including AFL and 
NBL players, and he continues to work with former world record-holder and Olympic gold medallist 
Michael Klim.
www.dannykennedyfitness.com | Instagram/twitter: @djkfitness | Youtube: Danny Kennedy Fitness

LOSING FAT IS A DIFFICULT TASK
The steps taken to do so, however, don’t have to be. 
Make sure you aren’t making these five mistakes above 
and you’ll be well on your way to the lean physique 
you’re after. MMH

Before starting his career as a trainer, Danny was 
busy chasing his dream of playing professional 
basketball, before an ankle injury forced him to 
change plans. He now competes as a natural 
bodybuilder in the men’s physique category.

He is a huge advocate of flexible dieting and believes 
‘flexibility is the key to sustainability’. His training 
methods are simple, evidence-based training that is 
highly effective and proven to work. He now hopes to 
become one of the world’s biggest elite trainers and 
continue his career as a natural physique competitor.
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SPINNING
INTO SHAPE

IMAGES JAMES PATRICK

How do you stay in shape?
I love to hike, lift weights, and 
jump around while spinning!

What’s your favourite food?
I love Italian food, which is a 
big reason why I work out hard! 

What is your favourite body 
part to train and why?
Abs — I think it’s so sexy to 
have a flat, ripped stomach! 

What body part do you love 
most on a man and why?
All of it! [winks] I would have 
to say I love a good chest to lay 
on!

What do you do for fun?
My job! I love to dance, so if 
I have a night off I will go out 
and see another mate spinning 
and dance my arse off.

What is your claim to fame?
Oh, geez, I don’t take for 
granted any of my achievements 
and gigs I have done. One that 
stands out the most (and partly 
because it was so different) was 
being one of the official Copa 
America [soccer tournament] 

DJs last summer. I toured 
the country, played in front 
of stadiums of 70,000-plus 
people, aired on live TV in 
three different countries, and 
got to meet people from all over 
the world. Such an amazing 
experience!  

Describe your perfect night 
out.
I would be with a small group 
of friends who know how to let 
loose and dance all night long 
with me.

What characteristics do you 
most look for in a partner? 
Honesty and loyalty. My 
partner needs to be an open 
book with me, where we can 
talk, laugh, and debate about 
life. Above everything else, he 
needs to be my best friend.

If you could be anywhere in the 
world doing anything, what 
and where would you be?
I would be in a different 
country every week DJing. My 
favourite place on Earth is still 
home: Australia! MMH

STATS:
AGE: 27
HEIGHT: 170cm
HOMETOWN: Melbourne

OCCUPATION: DJ | Producer
SOCIAL MEDIA: @djjenjones
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LIKE WHAT YOU’VE 
BEEN READING? 
Then subscribe to 
Men’s Muscle & Health 
magazine today for 
$40 and have our 
exclusive guide to 
looking and performing 
at your peak delivered 
to your doorstep for a 
year!

SUBSCRIBE TO  
MEN’S MUSCLE 
AND HEALTH 

The 360Health expert Team of World Champion Fitness Model &Dietitian, Mark Robinson and Wolrd Champion 
Bodybuilder & Master Personal Trainer, Rob Quatro welcome you to enjoy their famous fat burner Acetyl L-Carnitine 
in combination with a Resistance Training Program and fully comprehensive Recipe Book.

IF YOU SUBSCRIBE THIS MONTH, 
YOU’LL GO IN THE DRAW TO

THE PACKAGE IS:
360Health Acetyl L-Carnitine delicious fat burner (value of $49)
360Health Dietitian Approved Recipe Book (valued of $79)
360Health Personalised Training Program (Valued of $130)
TOTAL RRP $258

WWW.TEAM360HEALTH.COM.AU

THE STORY:

WIN ONE OF 5 TRANSFORMATION PACKS

FROM TEAM 360 HEALTH
HURRY - OFFER ENDS JUNE 30, 2017



M en’s Muscle & Health Magazine is the magazine 
for every man who wants to achieve success in 
the gym, at work and in life! 

In each issue, our team of leading athletes, personal 
trainers and coaches will provide you with exclusive 
training, nutrition and lifestyle guides designed to help 
you build the body and life you want.

SUBSCRIBE TODAY
IN FOUR EASY WAYS

Call (07) 5574 5560
Monday to Friday 9am to 6pm AEST

Complete the payment form below 
and post to Men’s Muscle and Health 
Magazine,  PO Box 199,  Runaway Bay, QLD 4216

Head online to  
challengermediagroup.com/subscribe

Scan and email  
the completed payment form below to  
subscribe@challengermediagroup.com

GET IT FIRST – Your magazine will be delivered to 
your doorstep every issue before it hits newsstands.

SAVE – By subscribing today, you’ll save more than 
26% compared with the newsstand price.

GUARD AGAINST PRICE INCREASES – Becoming 
one of our valued subscribers means you can lock in 
your low subscription rate for as long as you stay a 
subscriber.

NEVER MISS AN ISSUE – By subscribing, you’re 
guaranteed to never miss out on the latest and 
greatest in fitness content from Australia and 
around the world.

BY BECOMING A MEN’S MUSCLE AND HEALTH 
SUBSCRIBER, YOU’LL MAKE SURE THAT YOU:

SUBSCRIBE NOW
   YES! I’d like to subscribe to Men’s Muscle and Health 

Magazine for 1 year for only $40 (saving 26%) 

   YES! I’d like to buy my friend a one-year subscription to 
Men’s Muscle and Health Magazine for only $40

MY DETAILS (BLOCK LETTERS PLEASE)

Mr/Mrs/Miss/Ms    

Address  

Suburb                    

State               Postcode                  

Phone  

Email 

PAYMENT DETAILS
Please charge my: 

 Visa    Bankcard    Mastercard

Card No: 

Expiry date ________                     

Cardholder name __________________________  

Cardholder signature  ______________________

 I do not wish to receive any promotional material. 

Guarantee: If at any time, for any reason, you are not 
completely satisfied with your subscription, you may 
cancel and receive a full refund on all unsent issues. 
Return this form today to enter all draws and start your 
subscription with the next issue!

Post to Men’s Muscle & Health,  
PO Box 199,  Runaway Bay, QLD 4216



MEN’S BOTANICS SKIN CARE RANGE
Introducing Men’s Botanics, a new 
Australian skincare brand that’s creating 
waves with its fresh, vitamin-packed 
range of products for men, all powered 
by nature. Created specifically to help 
men maintain a daily skincare routine 
that will repair, restore and protect skin 
from the elements.

Products in the range contain some of 
the finest natural ingredients, including 
aloe vera, apricot and grape seed extracts, 
avocado oil, and kakadu plum and green 
coffee bean extract to name a few. These 
components are all known for their 
medicinal and therapeutic properties.

The Men’s Botanics range has quickly 
become a favourite within the Australian 
sports arena; Melbourne Victory legend 
Archie Thompson and player Jai Ingham 
are already fans and avid users of the 
products.

The range includes cleansers, scrubs, 
shaving creams and moisturisers. For 
more details on these slick new products, 
visit www.mensbotanics.com.au

GEAR BOX
OPTIMISE YOUR LIFE
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BKED SELF-TANNING MOUSSE
BKED self-tanning mousse is one of the world’s most advanced self-tanning formulas made 
specifically for men. This skin tonal formulation blends effortlessly with all skin types 
and glides through body hair for a streak-free tanning experience. BKED self-tanning 
mousse is quick-drying, includes odour-removing technology, and guarantees to define 
and enhance the male physique. It’s also paraben-free, vegan-friendly, and contains a 100 
per cent naturally derived tanning agent (DHA).
RRP: $29.95 (200mL)
www.bkedmen.com

ABOUT CHIEF BAR
Chief Bars are a delicious, savoury snack 
made from 100% grass-fed meat, nuts 
and a little dried fruit. The bars are cured 
using ancient preservation methods, 
which means that unlike other dried meat 
products they’re free of preservatives, 
nitrates, gluten, dairy, and they’re very low 
in sugar. Unlike cooked meat, Chief Bars 
retain over 80% of heat sensitive vitamins 
such as vitamin B and, being a natural 
product, protein utilization is the best it 
can be. Chief Bars are the perfect post 
workout snack or meal on the run and are 
great for Paleo eaters.

RRP: $6.95 per 40g bar
Get 20% OFF online orders with 

Coupon Code: TODD
Go to

EATLIKEACHIEF.COM/SHOP 
Offer expires 30 June 2017.

Chief Bar is founded by Libby Babet – trainer for “The Biggest Loser: Transformed”, 
Women’s Fitness Magazine fitness expert and founder of athletic performance studio 
AGOGA, and Veronika Larisova – Exercise Physiologist, nutritionist and ultra 
marathon trail runner.
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“YOU MUST BELIEVE 
IN YOURSELF 
ENOUGH TO BE THE 
PERSON NOW THAT 
YOU WANT OTHERS 
TO REMEMBER YOU 
FOR LATER.”  – GREG PLITT”

IMAGE DALLAS OLSEN
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RRP: 2,988$
FROM (AUD)

SALE: 1,988$
FROM (AUD)

info@auscorefitness.com | www.auscorefitness.com 
DONT MISS THIS AMAZING OFFER 

SAVE $1000 EXCLUSIVE OFFER FOR MMH READERS

*PRODUCT IN IMAGE: A-MED CORE

AUSCORE FITNESS  –A-MED CORE

Be one of the first in Australia to own this magnificent 
piece of equipment, at an incredible price!

PROMO CODE:     MMH21

BE THE BEST YOU...


